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ABSTRACT
This invention provides a method and apparatus for
determining a precise switching sequence for the power
switching elements of electric power delivery systems
of the on-off switching type and which enables extremely fast transient response, precise regulation and
highly stable operation. The control utilizes the values
of the power delivery system power handling network
components, a desired output characteristic, a system
timing parameter, and the externally imposed operating
conditions to determine where steady state operations
should be in order to yield desired output characteristics for the given system specifications.The actual state
of the power delivery system is continuously monitored
and compared to a state-space boundary which is derived from the desired equilibrium condition, and from
the information obtained from this comparison, the
system is moved to the desired equilibrium condition in
one cycle of switching control. Since the controller
continuously monitors the power delivery system's
externally imposed operating conditions, a change in
the conditions is immediately sensed and a new equilibrium condition is determined and achieved, again in a
single cycle of switching control.
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[54] SYSTEM-STATE AND OPERATING
CONDITION SENSITIVE CONTROL
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
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BACKGROUND O F THE INVENTION
Field of Invention
The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under NASA Contract No. NGL 10
34-001-001 and is subject to the provisions of Section
305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958
(72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457).
More particularly, the invention relates to a novel
method and controller apparatus for an on-off switch- 15
ing type of power delivery system which utilizes the
values of the system-state variables and the externally
imposed operating conditions to determine a switching
order for the power switching elements of the system,
and which enables the system to immediately respond 20
to sudden changes in the input supply voltage or the
output power desired and to return the system to desired output operating conditions more quickly than is
possible with previously known control techniques and
apparatus.
25
Prior Art Problem
A principal purpose of electric power delivery systems is to extract electrical energy from an unregulated
source of electic power and to transfer this energy to an
electrical load in some regulated form which is different 30
from that supplied by the source. It has long been recognized in the industry that a preferred way of accomplishing this task is to use switching devices to control
the flow of electric energy rather than to use continuously variable dissipative elements which shunt off un- 35
wanted energy. The use of switching devices enables a
more efficient transfer of energy from the source to the
load since no energy is dissipated intentionally within
the transferring network and consequently a greater
percentage of the electrical energy extracted from the 40
source can be delivered to the load. This feature is
particularly important in applications, such as spacecraft power sources, in which the sources of electric
energy are usually severely limited. Power transistors
and thyristor (silicon controlled rectifiers) comprise the 45
preferred switching devices to be used in the switching
on-off type of power delivery systems; however, the
power switching elements used in such systems are by
no means restricted to such semiconductor devices.
While using power switching elements in a power 50
delivery system, electrical energy must be handled in
concentrated bunches rather than in a continuously
smooth flow and this characteristic makes the power
processing task more difficult and often unstable. Special control sub-systemshave been designed specifically 55
for the purpose of determining when to turn the switching elements on and off in the power handling paths of
the power delivery systems. Nmerous techniques and
apparatus for accomplishing this task have been developed in recent years, with most of these prior art tech- 60
niques sensing the power delivery system output voltage and adjusting the power switching element duty
cycles in order to compensate for any tendency in the
output voltage to rise or fall from a specified reference
value. Other techniques sense more than one signal 65
from within the system, combine them in some usually
heuristically determined manner and compare the resultant analog signal to a fmed threshold boundary level to

determine a switching sequence. All of these known
techniques usually have some inherent switching constraints such as a minimum switch on-time or a miNmum switch off-time for some fixed period of time.
These constraints usually hinder the performance of the
power delivery system as a whole, particularly in the
presence of transient disturbances, as will be explained
more fully hereinafter.
Power delivery systems usually are designed to operate over some specified range of input (source) conditions and range of output (load) conditions. For any
combination of source and load conditions, the power
delivery system must operate at a different equilibrium
condition in order to maintain the same desired output
characteristics such as output load current or desired
output load voltage. Thus, when the system is subjected
to some external disturbances such as a change in input
voltage or a change in the required output power, the
power delivery system must move to a new steady-state
operating condition which can accommodate these new
conditions. This change from one steady-state (equilibrium) condition to another requires a redistribution of
energy within the system which must be accomplished
through a changed switching sequence as determined
by the controller. Most conventional control techniques
and apparatus do this in a more or less iterative manner
whereby the switching duty-cycle ratios of on to off
periods are changed from one switching cycle to another as the system’s analog control signals change with
respect to the fixed threshold boundary levels. Achievement of the new steady-state condition in this manner
can be a slow process and can be accompanied by significantly harsh transient variations in the system output
characteristics which in many cases can lead to unstable
modes of operation. The switching cycle timing restrictions described above can also contribute to poor transient performance because they may not allow the energy flow required to accommodate a particular disturbance. Thus, it will be appreciated that the function of
the power delivery system control is to turn the power
switching elements on and off in such a way as to pass
electric energy through the system to the output at a
specified rate and in such a manner as to attain the
specified output operating characteristics in minimum
time with minimum disturbance. Furthermore, the controller must change its switching sequencesduring transient disturbances in order to regain the desired output
operating characteristics at a new equilibrium condition
as quickly and efficiently as possible. The very nature of
the on-off switching type of control renders this a difficult task to achieve.

NA
TH

SYSTEM-STATE AND OPERATING CONDITION
SENSITIVE CONTROL METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR ELECllUC POWER DELIVERY
SYSTEMS
5

SUMMARY O F INVENTION

This invention provides a novel method and apparatus for determining a precise switching sequence for the
power switching elements of on-off switching type
electric power delivery systems which enables such
systems to obtain extremely fast transient response to
changes in externally imposed operating conditions,
precise regulation and highly stable operation. The
control utilizes the values of the power delivery system
power handling network components and the externally imposed operating conditions to determine where
steady-gate operations should be in order to yield the
desired output characteristics for the given power delivery system specifications. The actual state of the
system is monitored continuously and compared to the
desired equilibrium condition, and from the information
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thus obtained, the system is moved to the desired equioff-time trajectory identified by the interception of the
librium condition in one on-off switching cycle of confirst-mentioned trajectory with the dynamic state-space
trol. Since the controller continuously monitors the
switching boundary value until reaching a desired
system's externally imposed operating conditions, a
steady-state operating condition whereby the system
change in the conditions is immediately sensed and a 5 can be changed from an initial operating state to a new
new equilibrium condition is determined and achieved,
different operating state in response to newly imposed
again in one switching cycle of control.
operating conditions in a precise, single-cycle switching
In practicing the invention, a new and improved
sequence.
controllable on-off switching type of Power delivery
The shapes of the system-state space on-off trajectomethod and system is provided for transferring electri- 10 ries for the power delivery system are known functions
Cal Power from an input Source of electrical energy to a
of the selected power handling network component
load in a controlled manner. The improvement COmvdues such as the system inductance and capacitance
prises a novel controller for Optimizing the on-off Perand of the externally imposed operating conditions such
iod of operation of the on-off switching type power
as the input voltage and the output current whereby a
delivery system to thereby provide extremely fast tram 15 change in anyone of these parmeters causes the shapes
sient response to changed operating conditions imposed
of the on-off trajectories to change dynamically along
on the system, precise regulation and highly stable operwith the change in the dynamic state-space switching
ation. The controller includes operating condition sensboundary values resulting from the change in any of
ing means for sensing the operating conditions exterthese parameters.
ndly imposed On the power
system and system 2o Power delivery systems incorporating the novel constate variables sensing means for sensing the actual state
trol can be operated either in a continuous reactor mmf
of selected power handling network components commode or a discont~uousreactor mmf mode, The novel
Pising the power
Fast responding
controller may be used to control any on-off switching
boundary
are provided which are
type of power delivery system such as power convertresponsive to the operating condition sensing means and 25
ers of the DC to DC type achieving either voltage
are supplied with the component values of the selected
step-up, current step-up or both, DC to AC converters
power handling network components, a desired output
and AC to AC converters as will be explained more
operating characteristic for the system and a designer
fully hereinafter. The controller itself may be embodied
specifted timing parameter. with this information the
Or hybrid forms Of
boundary computation means derives dynamic state- 30 in
space boundary values deftnng a desired new area of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
steady-stateoperation and distinct new areas of switch"lese
and Other Objects, features and many Of the
on and switch-off operation in the operating state-space
attendant advantages of this invention will be apprecifor the power delivery system under different exterthe Same becomes better undern d y imposed operating conditions. Comparison means 35 ated more r e a d y
stood from a reading Of the fOllOWhg detailed descripare provided which are responsive to the boundary
tion, when considered in connection with the accompacomputation
and the system-state sensing means
nying drawings, wherein like Parts in each of the sevfor comparing the values of the system-state variables to
eral figures are identified by the same reference characthe dynamic state-space switching boundary value determined by the boundary computation means. As a 40 ter, and wherein:
FIG. 1 is a simplified schematic circuit diagram of a
result of this comparison, respective on-off controlling
output switching signals are derived for controlling the
Voltage Step-up DC to DC Power converter which is
exemplary of one form of on-off Switching type Power
on-off states of the power delivery system in response to
the location of the state of the system variables in the
delivery System Suitable for use in Practicing the Present
system-state space relative to the switching boundary 45 invention;
FIG. 1A is a series of current and voltage versus time
values.
n e system-state space for the on-offpower delivery
characteristic curves illustratingoperation of the Circuit
system can be characteked by families of distinct difof FIG. 1in a continuous conduction mode;
ferent switch-on (on-time) and switch-off (off-time)
FIG. 1B is a series of current and voltage versus time
trajectories in the system-state space for a given power 50 characteristic curves illustratingoperation of the circuit
delivery system and set of imposed operating conditions
of FIG. 1in the discontinuous conduction mode;
with rspect to which there is a unique set of dynamic
FIG. 2 is a normalized representation of the power
boundary values identified by the system parameters
converter circuit shown in FIG. 1 with the normalhaand desired output characteristics for the system. The
tion factors Vmf= Vo(rated), I.er.= &(rated) and Tmf=
novel controller during each switching cycle causes the 55 dLC with the normalized circult parameters and v m ables in terms of the original network values being set
power delivery system to remain in a selected on-off
condition in response to the on-off controlling output
forth in the equations listed under FX3. 2;
signal from the comparison means while the power
FIGS. 3A and 3B are simplified schematic circuit
delivery system-state traverses along a selected onillustrations of the power converter of FIG. 1 during
time/off-time trajectory dependent upon the initial op- 60 switch-on operating conditions (FIG. 3A) and during
erating state of the system-state variables until inter- . switch-off operating conditions (FIG. 3B);
cepting the dynamic state-space boundary values charFIG. 4 illustrates the families of on-time trajectories
acteristic for the instantaneously imposed operating
(broken lines) and off-time trajectories (solid lines) in
condition's and to switch over to the opposite on-off
the state-plane of iX-N versus v ~ corresponding
- ~
to
condition upon this occurrence. Thereafter, the control 65 different initial states for the normalized power concauses the power delivery system to remain in the
verter shown in FIG. 2 with vIdN= 0.75 and io-N= 0.5
switched-over condition while the system-state traand with the highlighted closed curve in these trajectoverses along the uniquely selected companion on-time/ries identifying the steady-state solution trajectory cor-
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responding to nominal operating conditions for the
FIGS. 14A and 14B are a more detailed schematic
blocWcircuit diagram of the analog controller shown
circuit;
functionally in FIG. 14;
FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate changes in the shape of
FIG. 15 is a simplified and normalized schematic
the on-time trajectories (dashed lines) and off-time trajectories (solid lines) for the voltage step-up converter 5 circuit diagram of a current step-up DC to DC power
converter employing a state-trajectory free running
of FIG. 1 in FIG. 4A with input voltage of VI-Nconcontroller according to the invention;
stant at 0.75 and output current io-N= (1) 0.0, (2) 0.25,
FIG. 16 is a plot in the state-plane of the state trajec(3) 0.5, (4) 0.75 and (5) 1.0 and in FIG. 4B with output
tories and switching boundary (bold line) for the curcurrent io-Nconstant at 0.5 and input voltage VI-, =
10 rent step-up DC to DC converter of FIG. 15 and its
(1) 0.1, (2) 0.25, (3) 0.5, (4) 0.75 aqd (5) 0.9.
controller;
FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C illustrate the steady-state traFIGS. 17A and 17B are state-plane plots of the tranjectory in the state-plane for the converter of FIG. 1
sient response of the system shown in FIG. 15 to step
operating at V1-N = 0.75 and io-N = 0.5 md with succhanges in output load current io-Nfrom 0.5 to 1.0 and
cessively smaller values of inductance (59) L N =
15 from 0.5 to 0.1, and wherein the dashed closed curves
0.1597, (5B) L N = 0.1136 and (5C) LN= 0.0505;
represent the original steady-state trajectory for v ~ =- ~
FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C illustrate the off-time and on1.5 and io-N = 0.5;
time trajectories plotted in the state-plane for the conFIGS. 18A and 18B are plots in the state-plane of the
verter configuration of FIG. 1 with VJ-N= 0.75 and
transient response of the system of FIG. 15 to step
ioFN
= (6A) 1.0, (6B) 0.5 and (6C)0.1, respectively and
wherein the bold lines shown in each plot separate the 20 changes in input voltage vI-Nfrom 1.5 to 1.25 and from
1.5 to 2.0, respectively, and wherein the dashed closed
on-time region from the off-time region of the state
curves represent the original steady-state trajectory for
plane;
V1-N = 1.5 and i0-N = 0.5;
FIG. 7 is a simplified, schematic conceptual diagram
FIG. 19 is a plot in the state-plane illustrating the
of a free running controller and voltage step-up con- 25 switching boundary (solid bold line) for the system of
verter constructed according to the invention;
FIG. 15 and two examples of transient trajectories for
FIG. 8 is a plot in the state-plane of the system-state
the converter with vI-N = 1.5 and ioMN
= 0.5 where the
variables defining the function f and the region R eminitial states are indicated by X
ployed in the controller of FIG. 7;
FIG. 20 is a schematic circuit and functional block
FIGS. 8A and 8B are state-plane plots showing the 30 diagram of a DC to AC power delivery system employtransient response of the system of FIG. 7 to step
ing a novel controller according to the invention;
changes in load current from 0.5 to 0.1 and 1.0;
FIG. 21 is a plot in the state-plane of the system-state
FIGS. 9A and 9B are plots in the state-plane showing
variables defining the function I and the region R for
the transient response of the system of FIG. 7 to step
the power delivery system and controller of FIG. 20;
changes in input voltage from 0.75 to 0.5 and 0.9, re- 35 and
spectively;
FIG. 22 is a plot in the system state-plane of the state
FIG. 1OA is a computer simulation generated retrajectories and switching boundary (bold line) for the
sponse of the free running converter system of FIG. 7
system of FIG. 20.
for a step decrease in output load current io-Nfrom 0.5
to 0.1 and also illustrates translation of the state-plane 4o DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
plot to the more conventionally known voltage and
current versus time characteristic wave shapes;
The principle function of electric power delivery
FIG. 10B is a computer simulation generated resystems of the on-off switching type is to extract electrisponse of the free running converter system of FIG. 7
cal energy from a source of electricity at some unregufor a step increase in load current ioTNfrom0.5 to 1.0 45 lated voltage level, but at a controlled rate, in order to
and also shows the translation of the voltage apd curprovide a precisely regulated supply of power to an
rent to the familiar voltage and current versus time
electrical load at some other specified voltage and/or
characteristic waveshapes;
kurrent level. The only means available in a power
FIG. 11 is a plot in the state-plane for the converter
delivery system of the on-off switching type for conand control system, of FIG. 7 showing two examples of 50 trolling this rate of energy extraction is the turning-on
transient trajectories which reach steedy-atate operaand turning-off of the power switches of the system in a
tion in one switchmg control cycle with the initial state
controlled manner. It is the principal task of the controlof the system being indicated by an X;
ler sub-system to determine this sequence. Thus, the
FIGS. 12A and 12B comprise a flow chart of a probehavior of the power delivery system and its subsegram for computing the required stabplane bowdary 55 quent level of performance are very much dependent on
values and effecting the necessary comparisons to dethe particular control employed to generate the switchrive the controlling on-off output signals f9r application
ing decisions. Because of the highly non-linear nature of
to the power switching element of the system of FIG. 7;
on-off switching power delivery systems, classical cirFIGS. 13A and 13B are plots of the computed
cuit analysis techniques have been unable to provide
switching boundaries and resultant on regions (I1 and 60 adequate guidance for the design and development of
111)and off regions (I
and IV) of the system-state plane
these controller sub-systems. Conseauently, most conwdich are sequentially monitored by the controller of
trol techniques for this type of pow& delivery system
the invention and wherein for FIG. 13A the capacitor
have been drived heuristically, with an inadequate unequivalent series resistance r,is negligible and in FIG.
derstandmg of the cause and effect relationships which
13B the value of rcis substantial;
65 exist between the action of the controller and the perFIG. 14 is a schematic functional block diagram of an,
formance of the power stage of the power delivery
system which results from it. Thus, heretofore it has
analog form of controller suitable for use in practicing
been quite difficult to predict the performance characthe invention;
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teristics of on-off switching type power delivery systative of a general class of on-off control switching
tems over a range of specified operating conditions, and
power delivery systems. Numerous other on-off conit is even more difficult to determine what elements are
trolled switching power delivery systems exist which
required in a control sub-system to alleviate the tencan be used in conjunction with the novel controller of
dency of these highly non-linear systems toward insta- 5 this invention, but the fundamental operation characteristics of each of them can be readily derived in a manner
bility.
This application presents an analytically derived apparallel to that illustrated herein for one,or the other of
proach to the control of on-off switching type power
the basic configurations specifically described in this
delivery systems which enables improved system perapplication. Consequently, an understanding of the opformance and enhances understanding of the manner in 10 eration of the controller with respect to these power
which this improved performance is accomplished. n e
system configurations leads directly to an understandcontrol technique and apparatus described herein is
ing of the application of the controller to others.
simplified schematic circuit diagram of the
derived from a state-space analysis of on-off switching
FIG.
power
ing stage of a voltage step-up DC to DC
type power delivery systems (specifically a DC to DC
power converter is analyzed in detail) and which ena- 15 power converter system. It should be understood that in
bles a graphical visualization of the movement of the
addition to the power handling stage shown in FIG. 1
there is a controller
ystem which ,will be described
system-state during both steady-state and transient opith respect to FIG. 7 in particueration. This graphical representation of the behavior of
more fully hereinaft
on-off control power delivery systems yields considerlar insofar as the circuit of FIG. 1 is concerned. For
able qualitative insight into the cause and effect rela- 20 each of the basic power handling circuit configurations,
tionships which exist between various commonly used
such as shown in FIG. 1, the overall system perforpower delivery sysem control functions and the system
mance with respect to such characteristics as output
performance which results from them. The theoretical
voltage overshoot or system response times to transient
insight thus provided leads to an easier understanding of
disturbances, etc., is to a large extent, dependent upon
the state-trajectory control law employed by the con- 25 the nanrier in which the control function is accomtroller made available by this invention and which utiplished. The state-space analysis approach described in
lizes all of the information available from the power
this application enables a clear visualization of this
stage of the on-off control power delivery system to
cause and effect relationship between the system condetermine the unique system equilibrium condition
trol function and the resultant power handling network
which yields desired steady-state output characteristics 30 behavior.
for the system, and the exact on-off switching sequence
The primary function of the power handling network
which is needed to move the state of the power delivery
shown in FIG. 1 is to extract electrical energy from a
system from an initial condition to the desired new
given DC source at some unregulated voltage level, but
steady-state condition in one on-off switching cycle of
at a controlled on-offswitching rate, in order to deliver
35 precisely regulated DC power to an electrical load at
control.
On-off controlled power delivery systems operating
some other specified voltage level. This power conin conjunction with the control law according to this
verter circuit is capable of delivering power to a load at
invention exhibit short response times to external disa regulated vdtage level which is greater than that of
turbances, precise static regulation and are inherently
the voltage level of the source. Thus, this configuration
stable in operation over an entire range of specified 40 is commonly known as the “voltage step-up” or “voltoperating conditions. This improved performance is
age boost” converter. Other power converter circuits
achieved by making the control decision to switch on or
are capable of delivering power to a load at a regulated
switch off based on the location of the state of the
voltage level which is less than that of the voltage level
power delivery system relative to a state-space on-off
of the source but with a current level which is greater
switching boundary which is a function of the power 45 than that drawn from the source. The power converter
delivery system power handling network component
configurationshown in FIG‘ 15, for example, is capable
values, the desired steady-state operating characterisof supplying power to a load at a highei current level
tics, and the externally imposed operating conditions.
than that which is drawn from the source, and conseTo enhance understanding of the new and improved
quently is known as a “current step-up” or “voltage
control, a further understanding of the nature of the 50 buck” converter. Still other converter power stage
state-space switching boundary is required.
configurations are capable of stepping up either the
The theory of control presented in this application is
output voltage or the output current. The relative magderived with respect to a qualitativestate-space analysis
nitudes of the input supply voltage available and the
of two different widely used classes of on-off controlled
regulated output voltage desired is the criterion that
switching power delivery systems. For convenience, 55 determines which type of power converter circuit conthe first of these systems involving a voltage step-up
figuration should be used for a given application. Thus,
DC to DC power converter is discussed in general, a
it will be appreciated that each power circuit configuranormalized model of the converter power stage is used
tion is designed for use with a specific application in
to illustrate the concepts and theory of the control tomind. For the sake of simplicity and conciseness in the
gether with a general discussion of the power converter 60 presentation of the following discussion, detailed debehavior as it can be portrayed in a system-state plane.
scriptions of the concepts and theories derived are presParticular attention is given to observing how the
ented as they are developed for the voltage step-up DC
power converter system behavior changes when subto DC power circuit configuration only. Equivalent
jected to changes in internal parameters or externally
charact,eristic data and examples are given for one other
imposed operating conditions. The concepts developed 65 representative power circuit configuration of the DC to
with respect to the specific voltage step-up DC to D C
DC power converter family, namely the current step-up
power converter then are extended to a current step-up
converter, to highlight some of the differences and
DC to DC power converter both of which are represenunusual characteristic features that are peculiar to this
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fect has been included even in the simplified diagram of
FIG. 1, because it has been found to play an important
and sometimes dominant role in establishing converter
system behavior.
For purposes of generality and to facilitate relative
comparison of power delivery system performance
characteristics, the basic power delivery system power
stages described in this application have been normalized as shown in FIG. 2 for the power circuit of FIG. 1.
Normalization factors have been chosen so that the
normalized rated average output voltage is unity, the
normalized rated output current is unity and the normalized time of 27r corresponds to the undamped natural period of the inductor-capacitor combination in the
un-normalized converter power stage of FIG. 1. In a
system normalized in this manner, the magnitudes of all
the voltages represent some portion of the desired average output voltage. Thus, an input voltage of 0.75 corresponds to a voltage of 75% of the desired average
output voltage, and an instantaneous peak output voltage of 1.05 corresponds to an output voltage overshoot
of 5%. Likewise, the values of all normalized system
currents represent some multiple of the rated output
current, and a reactor current of 2.0 corresponds to
twice the rated current, whereas a current of 0.5 corresponds to one-half of the rated output current. The third
normalization factor, TWf=VLC, enables a quick evaluation of the converter switching frequency relative to
the natural frequency of the power delivery system.
This is an important consideration when designing
switching power delivery systems, and normally the
successful operation of such systems is dependent on
having a switching frequency considerably higher than
the natural frequency of the LC combination in the
power stage. Thus the switching period of the normalized system should be considerably less than 27 to meet
this criterion. Most of the data presented in this application is in normalized form, and the symbols introduced
in FIG. 2 with the subscripts N are used to distinguish
normalized variables and parameters from their un-normalized counterparts. Normalized circuit parameters
and variables are set forth below FIG. 2.
In order to make a physical system amenable to a
mathematical analysis, -the Physical system must be
modeled in Such a Way as to capture those aspects of the
system behavior which are essential to its operation and
which, additionally, focus attention on characteristics
of particular interest. The simplified schematic diagram
in FIG. 1 and the normalized network of FIG. 2 are
examples of such abstractions of physical DC to DC
voltage step-up converter systems. Another useful
model of this converter is presented in FIGS. 3A and
3B. In 3A, the converter power stage is illustrated during the time that the power switch Q is closed or “on”,
while in FIG. 3B the power converter is represented
during the time that the power switch Q is open or
‘‘off’.The models portrayed in FIGS. 3A and 3B have
relatively simple mathematical representationsas noted
by the equations below each of these figures, but at the
same time retain the essential behavior characteristicsof
the actual physical system in question. For the sake of
convenience, these simplified models are used in the
following discussion. It should be noted, however, that
the validity of the theoretical treatment presented is not
dependent upon the particular simplified converter
models depicted in these figures for the same arguments
and equivalent data can be generated for on-off switch-

RU

configuration. It is believed that these two examples
should serve adequately to illustrate to those skilled in
the art the practice of this invention with other members of the family of well known inductor energy storage power converters such as the single winding cur- 5
rent-or-voltage step-up converter, complementary converter systems, and related offspring with multiple outputs and tapped windings. The voltage step-up power
converter configuration has been chosen for the more
complete presentation because it has been found to 10
exhibit more severe stability problems and greater analytical difficulty than other configurations, and hence is
believed to be more fully illustrative of the concepts of
this invention.
The rate at which the DC to DC converter shown in l5
FIG. 1 extracts elecrical energy from a source is controlled by successively opening and closing a power
switch so as to periodically interrupt the flow of electrical energy from the source to the load. These switches,
denoted as Q in FIG. 1 are often silicon power transis- 2o
tors or silicon controlled rectifiers in actual application,
but the type of switch employed is of no consequence in
the applicability of the controller of the present invention. For this reason, the more general symbol for a
switch is used in the circuit diagrams discussed hereinafter rather than the particular symbol for a transistor. 25
During the time that the power switch Q is closed,
energy is extracted from the source and stored in a
magnetic field in the linear inductor L. During the same
on-time period, energy which had previously been 3o
stored in an electric field between the plates of the
output capacitor C is released to the load. During the
time that the switch Q is open, energy stored in the
inductor L during the previous half-cycle is released to
the load and to the capacitor C to replenish the energy 35
which was lost during the switch closure time. The
lengths of time that the switch is open, Top and closed,
To,, in both steady-stateand transient operations determines how much and how quickly energy is transferred
to the load. Consequently, these are very important 40
parameters which must be precisely regulated by the
controller to provide optimum performance for any
given power delivery system designed with a particular
application
in mind.
__
Characteristic waveforms for the voltage step-up DC 45
to DC power converter of FIG. 1 are shown in FIGS.
1A and 1B respectively. The characteristic waveforms
of FIG, 1A illustrate operation of the circuit in the
continuousinductor current conduction mode of operation, and the waveforms of FIG. 1B illustrate the dis- 50
continuousinductor current conduction mode, since the
circuit configuration is capable of operating in either
mode of operation depending upon externally imposed
operating conditions. The distinction between the two
modes of operation is based on the behavior of the cur- 55
rent ixin the energy storage reactor. If this current falls
to zero during the time that the power switch is open,
the converter is said to be operating in the discontinuous conduction mode. Otherwise, the converter is said
to be in the continuous conduction mode. Another use- 60
ful distinctiion which is illustrated in the waveforms
shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B is the difference between
the voltage vcacross the output of ideal capacitors and
the actual output voltage vo which is present across
non-ideal capacitors. This difference is due to the pres- 65
ence of the parasitic equivalent series resistance (ESR)
shown as rcin FIG. 1, which is always present to some
degree in actual physical capacitors. This parasitic ef-
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ing power delivery system models of any arbitrary comwhen plotted in the state-plane of ix-.N versus VC--N,
plexity.
define what is called the solution curve or the systemAs can be surmised from FIGS. 3A and 3B, the
state trajectory. Those portions of the system-state trapower switches in the converter are assumed to be
jectory which result when the power switch is on are
ideal; i.e. they switch between ideal open circuits and 5 referred $0as “on-time” trajectories, and those portions
ideal closed circuits instantly on command. Likewise
corresponding to the power switch being off are rethe diodes are assumed to be ideal with no losses and no
ferred to as “off-time” trajectories. The complete transwitching delays. These two approximations enable a
sient response of this switching on-off controlled power
convenient piecewise-linear treatment of the circuits
delivery system thus can be portrayed in the state plane
which readily can be justified given the quality of cur- 10 as a sequence of connected on-time and off-time trajecrently available semiconductor switching devices. In
tories. Normal steady-state operation of this power
addition, the converter output voltage is assumed to be
delivery system is indicated by a closed curve in the
sufficiently well-regulated in the case of a constant load
state plane consisting of a single on-time trajectory and
resistance that the load can be represented as a constant
single off-time trajectory. The complete transient recurrent sink, and when v I - ~ i sconstant, the inductor 15 sponse of switching on-off controlled power delivery
current can be assumed to rise with a constant slope
systems in general can be portrayed in the system-state
during the time the switch is on and fall with a constant
space as a sequence of connected trajectory segments,
slope during the time the switch is off. This triangular
each of which corresponds to a particular combination
inductor current iX-Nis used, in conjunction with the
of on or off states of the plurality of power switches in
independent output current io-N, to compute the cur- 20 the system power stage. Normal steady-state operation
rent into the capacitor CNand subsequently the capaciof such switching power delivery systems is indicated
tor voltage vc-N. The mathematical representation of
by a closed curve in the state space consisting of a parthe model shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B are given below
ticular combination of trajectory segments which yields
the respective diagrams in the form of pairs of fist
the desired system output characteristics.
order differential equations and the solutions to these 25 A typical family of on-time and family of off-time
state equations are algebraic functions of time. The
trajectories for the particular voltage step-on DC to DC
primary justification for the assumptionson the shape of
converter of FIG. 1 are illustrated in FIG. 4. The equathe inductor current and the magnitude of the peak to
tions for these trajectories are developed in a paper
peak output voltage ripple relative to its average value
entitled “State-Plane Trajectories Used to Observe and
can be found in the design restrictions stated above that 30 Control the Behavior of a Voltage Step-up DC to DC
the converter switching frequency should be at least
Converter” by William W. Burns,I11 and Thomas G.
one order of magnitude greater than the natural freWilson presented on June 9, 1976 to the IEEE Power
quency of the inductor-capacitor combination in the
Electronics Specialists Conference and published in the
converter power stage. A more detailed discussion of
conference Record by the IEEE in September, 1976.
these assumptions and their effect on the accuracy of 35 The equations for the trajectories also appear in the
analysis performed using such assumptions, can be
doctoral thesis entitled “A Theory of Control for a
found in the open literature. See for example, the paper
Class of Electronic Power Processing Systems: Energyentitled “A General Unified Approach to Modelling
Storage DC-to-DC Converters” by William W. Burns,
Switching-Converter Power Stages” by R. D. MiddleI11 published by the School of Engineering of Duke
brook and s. Cuk appearing in the 1976 IEEE Power 40 University on Apr. 25, 1977. Additional disclosures of
Electronics Specialist Conference Record, IEEE publiinterest with respect to this invention are to be given in
cation No. 76 CH 1084-3 AES, pages 18-34, June, 1976.
papers entitled “Analytic Derivation and Evaluation of
As stated above, the particular model under considera State-Plane Trajectory Control Law for DC-to-DC
ation has been chosen merely for convenience and for
Converters” by William W. Burns, I11 and Thomas G.
the sake of clarity of presentation and is not crucial to 45 Wilson, and “Fast-Response Free-Running DC-to-DC
the application of the control theory and apparatus
Converters Employing a State-Trajectory Control
which is the subject of this invention. More exact modLaw” by Stephen D. Huffman, William W. Burns, 111,
els of the systems to be controlled yield solutions to the
Thomas G. Wilson and Harry A. Owen, Jr. to be presstate equations which, although trancendental in nature,
ented and published as part of the proceedings of the
are equally amenable to the state-space analysis treat- 50 IEEE 1977 Power Electronics Specialists Conference
ment but are less readily visualized without the aid of
held in San Francisco, California on June 14-16, 1977.
detailed computation.
The disclosures of the first two publications are exAlthough other choices of system-state variables can
pressly incorporated herein by reference.
be and are employed in practicing the invention, the
Each trajectory corresponds to a different pair of
preferred system-state variables employed in explaining 55 initial conditions or initial state of the system. The famthe practice of the invention with the power converter
ily of off-time trajectories, whose initial states have been
system of FIGS. 1, 2, 3A and 3B are the normalized
arbitrarily selected as uniformly spaced points along the
reactor current iX-,and the normalized capacitor volttranslated ordinate axis, are shown as solid l i e s and also
age vCmN. The behavior of the converter can be repreinclude segments of the axis. is. Paths such as these
sented mathematically by means of a sequence of pairs 60 are the ones which the system-state must follow whenof differential equations which can be solved explicitly
ever the power switch is turned-off. Similarly, the onto yield time-domain solutions for the state of the systime trajectories, shown in FIG. 4 as dashed lines, are
tem. The mathematical representations for the models
the paths which the system-state must follow during the
in question are set forth in FIGS. 3A and 3B. If the
time that the power switch is closed or on. As indicated
independent variable, normalized time, is eliminated in 65 previously, time is an implicit parameter in these systhe solutions iX-N(tN) and VC-N(fN), a sequence of equatem-state trajectories and, as time increases, the systemtions of the form vC-N= g(ix-N) results in which time is
state moves in the direction indicated by the arrow
an implicit parameter. These time-implicit equations,
heads; Le. toward decreasing reactor current and peak-
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(2) are needed to completely describe the system operation.
The independent variables tNin each of the pairs of
solutions presented above can be eliminated to yield the
following sequence of equations which defines the system-state trajectory during each of the three possible
time intervals, where again only the first two are appropriate if the system is operating in the continuous conduction mode.

(7)

15

20

iX-N= 0

(8)

KI and K2are constants which are functions of the circuit component values, the converter operating conditions, and the particular initial states for the respective
switching intervals. For steady-state operation, the Values of K1and K2are given by:

Equation 1 is true for the time period tNo S tN < t#

NA

25

TH

)

ing capacitor voltage, or simply dereasing capacitor
voltage if the reactor current is zero, for the off-time
trajectories, and increasing reactor current and decreasing capacitor voltage for the on-time trajectories. Any
switching on-off control power delivery system solution curve, or solution trajectory, will be made up of a
sequence of such off-time segments and on-time segments.
When modelling the voltage step-in converter as
portrayed in FIGS. 3A and 3B, the solution curves are
found to be parabolas for the off-time trajectories with
reactor current greater than zero and straight lines for
the on-time trajectories as derived below. Using Kirchhoffs voltage and current laws, the sequence of state
equations corresponding to the model of FIGS. 3A and
3B and illustrated below those figures, can readily be
derived. Calling tN' the arbitrary initial time and tX-N
(tNo)and VC-N(t2) the arbitrary initial state variables of
the converter, the time domain solution of the network
of FIG. 3A for the time interval TOn-,that the power
switch is closed is

(9)

VA-N

PA

K

N~o-N
KI --L
cNvI-N
~A-N+

+ Ton-NLet the time instant (tNo + Ton-N)that the

R.

RU

power switch opens be called tN1. Then for that portion 30
of the power switch off-time period Ttofi-N that the
inductor current iX-Nis greater than zero in FIG. 3B,
the solutions for the two system-state variables are

LN~o-N
CN(V0-, -

b - N + vB-N

TH

JI(
D

35

+

40
For the t h e period tN1 S t~ < (tN1 T0g-N).
If the time instant (tN1 Tof-N) that the inductor
current iX-N falls to zero and the diode D becomes
reverse biased or "open" be called t g , then, for that
portion of the switch off-time period T'lof-N that the
inductor current tX-Nis equal to zero in. FIG. 3B, the 45
solutions for the two system-state variables are
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for the time period t g S tN < ( t g
To simplify the above notation for subsequent derivations, the values of inductor current and capacitor voltage at the switch-on and switch-off instants when the 55
converter is operating in steady-state are defined as
follows:

ix-drN9= h - N
VC-drN?

=

iX-N(rN')
vC-N(rN')

VA-N

(4)

6o

iB-N

=

vB-N

(5)

It should be noted that if the converter is operating in
the continuous conduction mode, the inductor current
never falls to zero and only two sets of equations (1) and

65

For the particular switching on-off control power
delivery system shown in FIG. 1, the system on-time
trajectories are defined by equation (6) which gives a
family of straight lines shown in FIG. 4. Likewise, the
portions of the off-time trajectories which occur during
T'of-Nare defined by equation (7) which gives the family of parabolas shown in FIG. 4. The portions of offtime trajectories corresponding to T"off-N
are defined
by equation (8) and are simply segments of the vc-Naxis
with the direction of movement of the system-state
when on this axis being towards the origin of the plane.
The trajectories defined by equation (8) occur during
the zero current dwell time of the system when operating in the discontinuous conduction mode.
The trajectories plotted in FIG. 4 are shown only in
a localized region of the state-plane with a voltage
range of about plus or minus 2% of the rated output
voltage and a current range of zero to two times the
rated output current. This particular region of the system-state plane is displayed because it includes the
steady-state trajectories of the example converter operating over the specified input voltage and output current range. The steady-state trajectory highlighted with
bold lines near the center of FIG. 4 is seen to be comprised of segments of one off-time trajectory and one
on-time trajectory. The particular closed trajectory
illustrated there corresponds to steady-state operation
in the continuous conduction mode at half the rated
output current and with an input voltage equal to 75%
of the rated output voltage. The steady-state operation
thus illustrated is used as a reference condition in subsequent illustrative data.
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Given any initial state within the system-state plane as
state trajectory is again displayed as a closed curve
illustrated in FIG. 4,the transient trajectory which the
consisting of segments corresponding to input voltage
system state follows in attempting to reach a steadycondition No.4.
state condition is determked by the sequence of power
In each of the examples of system-state trajectories
switch closings and openings as established by the 5 presented in the above description, a closed two-segpower delivery system controller. As long as the power
ment steady-state trajectory for the given converter
system and externally imposed operating condition has
switch is off, the system state must follow the particular
off-time trajectory which passes through the state at the
been noted. These closed paths (indicated in bold lines
instant the switch is opened. At the instant the switch is
in FIG. 4) have been referred to as the desired steadyturned-on, the state must begin to follow the particular 10 state trajectories implying that these, and only these
on-time trajectory which passes through the final state
trajectories satisfy all of the converter specifications.
of the preceediig off-time trajectory. In this manner,
On examining the positions of the steady-state trajectothe state of the system alternately follows off-time and
ries in the system-state plane, one can see that they are
on-time trajectories around the state-plane and eventumore or less centered above the voltage VC-N = 1.0 and
ally, if the power delivery systen is functioning prop- 15 about some value of reactor current ix-,which is comerly, converges to a closed steady-statetrajectory such
mensurate with the output required. A method for deas is illustrated in bold lines in the center of FIG. 4.
termining the exact location of the desired steady-state
As discussed previously, time is an implicit parameter
trajectory that satisfies a given converter specification
in the system-state trajectories, and it can be extracted,
will be presented hereinafter. It is sufficient for the
if desired, to reveal the more familiar current and volt- 20 present purpose to point out that the position and shape
age versus time waveforms. The relationship between a
of the steady-state trajectory of a power delivery syssystem-state trajectory and its corresponding time
tem operating under a given set of externally imposed
waveforms is illustrated in FIGS. 10A and 1OB of the
operating conditions, will change, as do the shapes of
drawings. It should be noted in regard to these figures
the on-time and off-time trajectories in general, when
that the distance traversed by the system’s state in the 25 there is a change in the externally imposed operating
state pla-ne is not necessarily a good indication of the
conditions.
length of time required to accomplish that movement.
As mentioned previously, the shapes of the systemThe state of the system can move quickly or slowly
state trajectories, in addition to depending on the exteraround the state plane as determined by the system time
nally applied circuit operating conditions, are also deconstants which are revealed in the state equations. As 30 pendent on the values of the system parameters. Of
discussed in the preceding paragraphs, the shapes of the
particular interest to power delivery system designers
power delivery system’s state trajectories are well dehas been the effect of changing the value of the energystorage inductance. The value of inductance often is
fined and known functions of network parameters, such
as the system inductance and capacitance, and of the
chosen to insure converter operation in either the conexternally imposed operating conditions such as the 35 tinuous or the discontinuous conduction mode over a
source voltage and the load current. Thus, a change in
specified range of operating conditions. FIGS. 5A,5B,
a system parameter or, more likely, a change in operatand 5C illustrate the steady-state trajectories including
ing conditions causes the shapes of these trajectories to
the off-time segment and the on-time segment for three
change accordingly. For example, FIG. 4A of the
different values of inductance for the voltage step-up
drawings illustrates how, starting from common initial 40 power converter of FIG. 1 wherein the applied input
states, the shapes of the off-time and on-time trajectories
voltage vIwN= 0.75 and output current io-N = 0.5 and
for the voltage step-up converter of FIG. 1 change
successively smaller values of inductance (SA)L N . =
when the converter outmt current increases from no
0.1597,(5B)L N = 0.1136 and (5C)L N = 0.0505. AS
load to full load. In these plots the changes in shape of
shown in FIGS.5A and 5B,for relatively large values
on-time trajectories (dashed lines) and off-time trajecto- 45 of inductance, steady-state operation is in the continuries (solid lines) are illustrated for the voltage step-up
ous conduction mode. With sufficiently small values of
converter of FIG. 1 all for a constant input voltage
inductance, the steady-state operation of the converter
vI-N = 0.75 and an output current io-N = (1) 0.0, (2)
is in the discontinuous conduction mode as shown in
0.25,(3) 0.5,(4)0.75, (5) 1.0. The initial state for the
FIG. 5C where the solution trajectory incorporates a
off-time trajectory indicated by the dot in the figure, 50 portion of the axis of abscissas corresponding to zero
corresponds to the instant in the steady-state cycle of
reactor current during a portion of the power switch-off
FIG. 4 when the power switch turns off. Likewise, the
time. Thus, it is apparent that the three converters exinitial state for the five on-time trajectories indicated by
emplified by these figures, which are identical in all
the square in the figure, is chosen as the switch-on inrespects except for the values of inductance, accomplish
stant in the same steady state cycle. This referenced 55 the same power processing task but in markedly differsteady-statesolution trajectory can also be seen in FIG.
ent manners which are consistent with the requirement
4A as the solid closed curve made up of segments correof the individual shapes of their respective on-time and
sponding to one-half of the rated output current and
off-time trajectories.
indicated on the figure as load condition No. 3. Note
In the preceding description with relation to FIG. 4
that the range of the reactor current ix-Nin this figure 60 of the drawings, families of off-time and on-time trajecis 0-1 units rather than 0-2 units as in FIG. 4 so that the
tories for switching on-off controlled power delivery
steady-statetrajectory appears elongated in the vertical
systems were described along with a particular combidirection. A similar example of how the shapes of the
nation of an off-time and on-time trajectory segments
trajectories change for various values of input voltage is
which together yield a closed path in the system-state
illustrated in FIG. 4B where the same initial states are 65 plane (shown in bold lines in FIG. 4) and is referred to
used with output current io-Nheld constant at 0.5 and
as the desired steady-state trajectory for the given
the input voltage v1-N = (1) 0.1, (2) 0.25, (3) 0.5, (4) power delivery system operating at a designer’s speci0.75,and (5) 0.9.In this figure the referenced steadyfied switching frequency, and externally imposed input
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voltage and output current. This steady-state trajectory
closes and the on-time trajectory which coincides with
centers about 1.0 on the vC-,axis and about a value of
the boundary line is followed to the desired steady-state
reactor current which is commensurate with the power
closed trajectory. Accordingly, it is believed evident
delivery system input and output conditions on the
from a consideration of FIGS. 6A-6C and FIG. 11 that
ix-Naxis. NO other closed path in the system-state plane 5 if the boundary is used as an on-off switching line for
can precisely meet these conditions at the specified
the power delivery system, the desired system’s steadyoperating frequency, and consequently it is used as the
state trajectory of operation can be reached within one
cornerstone for the development of the state-trajectory
precisely determined cycle of control; i.e., with one
control law as described below.
on-time and one off-time, or vice-versa, depending on
The on-off switching criterion employed by the state- 10 which region of the state-plane contains the initial state
trajectory control law made available by the present
of the power delivery system.
invention, is illustrated in FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C of the
No timing restrictions are imposed on the power
drawings for the voltage step-up DC to DC power
delivery system power switch during the transient traconverter of FIG. 1 with an input voltage v,-, = 0.75
jectories so that the switch can remain open or closed
and an output current io-, = (6A) 1.0, (6B) 0.5, and 15 for as long a period as needed for the system state to
(6C) 0.1. These figures again display on-time and offreach the switching boundary. Any switching prior to
time trajectories for the voltage step-up converter of
the intersection of the system state with this boundary,
FIG. 1; however, in the case of FIGS. 6A-6C the state
whether it is caused by a controller timing constraint or
plane has been divided into two regions, with the offa fixed boundary reference level which was chosen to
time trajectories being confined to the upper right hand 20 accommodate some other operating characteristic, can
region and the on-time trajectories to the lower left.
only cause delays in attaining the desired steady-state
The boundary between the regions consists of segments
operating condition, or in some cases, such constraints
of a particular off-time trajectory and a particular oncould cause the state of the power delivery system to
time trajectory which are shown as bold lines in each of
converge to some other undesired equilibrium or unstaFIGS. 6A-6C. The particular trajectories chosen to 25 ble condition. As a further observation with respect to
construct this boundary line in the ix versus vC state
FIGS. 6A-6C and FIG. 11, it will be appreciated that
plane are the ones that also include the steady-state
no matter how far the initial state of the power delivery
off-time and on-time trajectory segments which yield
system is from the new desired steady-state equilibrium
the desired converter output characteristics for the
condition, the direction of movement of the systemgiven operating conditions. The actual desired steady- 30 state is always towards the boundary switching line
state trajectory for the power converter of FIG. 1operrather than away from it, and thus power delivery sysating with vI-, = 0.75 and io-, = 0.5 is represented by
tems operating in conjunction with the new control law
are inherently stable in operation for the most part.
the closed curve at the intersection of the two segments
To implement the control concept described in the
that make up the boundary line in FIG. 6B. The steadystate trajectory shown in this figure corresponds to the 35 preceeding paragraphs, one must be able to determine
same steady-state trajectory shown in FIG. 4 and that
precisely for a given power delivery system and set of
has been discussed throughout the description as thus
given operating conditions, the location of the steadyfar completed. The information contained in FIGS.
state trajectory in the system-state plane which yields
the desired power delivery system output characteris6A-6C can be used to determine an on-off switching
controlled power delivery system switching sequence 40 tics. As demonstrated in the preceeding discussion, the
which enables the power delivery system to achieve a
location of this steady-state trajectory is very much
desired steady-state operation in one on-off switching
dependent on the values of the power delivery system
cycle of control, regardless of the system’s initial state
input voltage, output current, and the values of the
and for any externally imposed operating conditions.
power delivery network components in the power deFor example, if the initial state of the power delivery 45 livery system power stage. The location of this steadysystem is in the region of the plane below the boundary
state trajectory is also a function of the designer’s speciline shown in FIG. 6A, for example, and if the control
fied converter steady-state timing parameter in the form
of a steady-state operating frequency or a designer’s
law is such that the power switch is closed when the
specified power switch on-time or power switch offstate of the system is in this region, the system’s state
must follow the corresponding on-time trajectory up- 50 time, if these timing parameters are preferred. Because
ward and to the left toward the bold boundary line. If,
of the piece-wise linear nature of switching on-off conin addition the controller is such that it uses this boundtrolled power delivery systems such as the voltage stepary as a switch on-off line, the power delivery system
up DC to DC power converter of FIG. 1, a sufficient
power switch opens the instant that the state of the
criterion for locating the desired steady-state trajectory
system reaches this boundary and the off-time trajec- 55 of the system is to specify the system state at the instant
tory which coincides with the boundary line is subsethat the power switch should be turned-off. This steadystate switch-off point is the initial state for the system
quently followed during the off state of the system.
off-time trajectory and the final state for the on-time
These two situations are illustrated in FIG. 11 of the
trajectory for each cycle of steady-state operation of the
drawings which will be discussed more fully hereinafter. If the controller likewise uses the on-time segment 60 system. Thus, since only one off-time trajectory and
of the boundary l i e as a switch-on line, the system state
on-time trajectory can pass through a given point in the
system-state plane of iX-, versus vC-,,
immediately converges to the steady-state trajectory
specifying this
shown in the centers of FIGS. 6A-6C and FIG. 11.
point completely identifies the system’s steady-state
trajectory location. The steady-state switch-on point
Similarlv. if the the control law is such that the Dower
switch ;s- off whenever the system state is a b o k the 65 corresponding to this desired system steady-state trajecboundary line, a system state in this upper region must
tory is simply the lower intersection of the appropriate
on-time and off-time trajectories for continuous coninitially follow an off-time trajectory until the switch-on
boundary is reached. At that instant the power switch
duction operation, or the intersection of the on-time
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The expressions set forth in equations (11)-(14) are all
functions of the power stage components LN and CN,
the externally imposed operating conditions v ~ and
- ~
io-N, the desired average output voltage Vo-N, and a
timing parameter which in equations (11)-(14) is the 65
normalized switching period TMThe shape and location of the steady-state trajectory which satisfies a given
set of operating conditions for a power delivery system
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is very much dependent upon the frequency at which
the state of the system switches from the steady-state
on-trajectory segment to the off-trajectory segment. As
the converter switching frequency increases, the
steady-state trajectory contracts about a point which
corresponds to the desired average output voltage and
the required average reactor current c
this desired average output voltage. The
ter used to determine the point
restricted to the switching period T~
cated earlier, there are t
basis timing specifications
which can be incorporated into a particular control
function and which are widely used in practical systems. A converter can be designed to operate at a constant frequency with a fixed period TNor with a constant switch-on time Ton-Nora constant switch off-time
Tof-N.Any one of these three timing parameters can be
used in specifying the steady-stateswitch-off point with
the resulting power delivery steady-state behavior displaying the appropriate timing characteristics*Operational timing characteristics in conventionally controlled Power delivery systems are normally achieved
by using
elements such as frequency clocks or
monostable multi-vibrators in the controller. The statetrajectory Control law presented herein requires no
such timing element, however, and yet possesses inherent timing characteristics which allow the system to
achieve desired steady-state operation implicitly, by
incorporating the appropriate timing Parameter in the
equations which determine the Power delivery system
SteadY-sbte switch-offPoint. Thus, systems operating in
conjunction with the control law made available by the
Present invention are free-running in the Sense that no
external t e g elements are involved in the switching
decisions but at the same time they can be designed to
operate in any one of the three different timing modes
mentioned above during steady-stateoperation over the
entire range of externally imposed operating conditions.
However, the free-running nature of the controller
allows it to close or open the power delivery system
power switch at appropriate points on the system-state
plane trajectory for as long as needed during transient
conditions to move the power delivery system state
from a &st or initial steady-state condition to a second,
different steady-state condition in a single switching
on-off cycle. As mentioned previously, it is very often
the timing restrictions imposed on conventional controllers which cause them to prevent the system from
responding adequately to severe transient disturbances.
By eliminating these restrictions, the controller comprising the present invention further enables the power
delivery system to achieve its maximum performance
capability as established by the physical laws of the
power stage.
Having determined the steady-state switch-off point
pursuant to equations (11) and (12) for the continuous
conduction mode of operation and equations (13) and
(14) for the discontinuous mode of operation, the stateplane switching boundary is established by selecting the
system off-time and on-time state-plane trajectories
which pass through that point. This selection is accomplished mathematically by substituting the derived values of iB-,and VB-Ninto the expressions for K, and K2
in equations (9) and (10). It should be noted that the
expressions for
involve iA-N and vA-N rather than
iB-N and v
~ However,
- ~
since both the steady-state
switch-on point identified by iA-Nand the steady-state

DR
.R

trajectory with the V C - N ~ X ~for
S discontinuous conduction operation.
The precise location of the desired equilibrium
steady-state switch-off point can be determined from a
static analysis of any given Power delivery system 5
Power stage. The specification of this Point takes the
form of a Pair of algebraic equations which give the
Wwer delivery system Power stage reactor current
iX-N and capacitor voltage VC-N at the steady-state
switch-off instant in terms of the system power stage 10
component values, the externally imposed operating
conditions, and a designer specified timing parameter.
For convenience, the variables in these equations,
the converter reactor current and the capacitor
voltage at the steady-state switch-off point are identi- 15
fied by the symbol iB-Nand V ~ - ~ a nare
d illustrated in
FIG. 8 of the drawings. The equations for these variables are, of course, dependent on the particular model
used to describe the actual power delivery system
power stage. The equation for the value of the peak 2o
reactor current iB-Ncan be derived from a consideration of the average reactor current and the power
switch dutycycle ratio required to yield the desired
converter output characteristics. The value of the capacitor voltage at the
switch-off instant, 25
VB-N, can be derived from averaging, over one cycle,
the expressions for vC-N as a function of time. m
s
averaging procedure yields an expression for the average output voltage, Vo-N, as a function of v ~ - and
~ ,
consequently, vB-N in terms of Vo.-M Expressions for 30
iB-Nand VB-Nmust be derived for both the continuous
and the discontinuous conduction modes of operation if
the converter is required to function in both modes Over
the specified range of operating conditions. If converter
operation is restricted to one mode or the other, only 35
the expressions corresponding to that mode are needed
to specify the switching boundary for all possible operating conditions. The expressions for deriving iB-Nand
~B-Nforthe voltage step-up of DC to DC power converter of FIG. 1 are set forth in the following equations 40
11 and 12 for the continuous conduction mode and
equations 13 and 14 for the discontinuous conduction
mode with the converter operated at constant frequency during steadystate operation.
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switch-off point identified by iBPNmustbe on the same
As described above, to determine whether or not the
on-time trajectory as shown in FIG. 8, the two points
state of the power delivery system at any given instant
can be used interchangeably. Thus, the power stage
is contained within region R of the state-plane plot
switching signals for the power delivery system, for
shown in FIG. 8, the state variables iX-,and vc-,must
both steady-state and transient operation, are issued 5 be continuously monitored and their values supplied to
when the system-statetrajectory intersects this well-dethe comparator stage 12of the controller. As mentioned
fined switching line identified by the particular power
previously, the ideal capacitor voltage vC-N which has
delivery system power handling network component
been used principally to facilitate explanation of the
values, desired output characteristics and externally
basic concepts of the invention usually is not readily
imposed operating conditions including the designer 10 physically obtainable, and thus the actual output voltspecified timing parameter.
age vo-Nis employed as an alternative input (indicated
by dotted lines) to the controller of the power delivery
FIG. 7 is a schematic, functional block-circuit diagram of a novel free-running controller for a voltage
system shown in FIG. 7. In this case the functionfmust
be modified appropriately to yield a functionf which
step-up DC to DC power converter constructed according to the invention. ASillustrated schematically in 15 accommodates the effect of the capacitor equivalent
FIG. 7, four sensed signal inputs from the converter
series resistance rCyN.The expressions for the function
Power stage are supplied to the controller for use in
fare set forth below as equations (15) and (16) and the
evolving the on-off switching control signals supplied
modified function f appears as equations (17) and (1 8).
to the power switch Q of the converter. These sensed
input signals correspond to the two externally imposed 20
operating conditions of the system, input voltage v ~ - ~
(15)
and output current io-N, and the system’s state vari~O-NLN
L N
(~LN-~
+B
C ~~VN
O -)N VI-N)
*= - zc~vo-,ables, the capacitor voltage vC-Nand the reactor cur(iX-N - i 8 - N ) + v 8 - N V C - N f O r iX-N 2 i 8 - N
rent ix--N.
The controller is comprised of essentially two sec- 25
(16)
=
~ O - N ~ N
tions, a boundary computation section 11 and a compar(ix-~ iB-N) + v 8 - N - C - N for ~ X - N< ~ B - N
VI-&N
ison section 12.The controller may comprise either a
special purpose digital computer or a specially pro(17)
grammed general purpose digital computer for achievL N
~O-NLN
ing both the boundary computation and the comparison 30
- 2cdv0-N- VI-N) (iL--L)
+ CdV0-, (iX-Ni8-N) + VB-N- v O - N iO-N‘c-NforiX-N>
iA-N
functions as will be described hereinafter with respect
to FIGS. 12A and 12B, or it may comprise a special
P= VI-N CN ( i X - N - iB-N) + 7 B - N - v O - N + - f
purpose analog computer again designed to achieve
both the boundary computation and comparison func(iX-Ni 0 - N ) ‘ C - N f o r i X - N s iA-N
tion as will be described hereinafter with respect to 35
FIG. 14 of the drawings, or a hybrid combination of
digital and analog boundary computation and compariS ystem-state trajectories and switching boundaries
son functions. The instantaneousvalues of input voltage
for the voltage step-up DC to DC power converter of
vI-,and output current io-Nare used in conjunction
FIG. 1 are shown in FIGS. 6A,6B and 6C for three
with the power handling network component values 40 different load conditions. If the system is operating in
LN, CN,the designer-specified timing parameter rN,and
steady-state at 50% of the rated output current, the
the desired average output voltage V 0 - N to derive the
system-state will follow the closed trajectory shown at
two-segment boundary switching trajectory derived in
the center of FIG. 6B.If the load current thereafter is
accordance with the preceeding paragraph from equareduced to 10% of the rated value, the trajectories plottions (9) and (IO). The two-segment boundary trajec- 45 ted in FIG. 6C subsequently will be followed and the
tory switching line derived pursuant to equations (9)
bold switching line there shown should be used in comand (10) in the above-described manner is illustrated
puting the on-offswitching decision by the controller.
graphically by FIG. 8 of the drawings by the functional
Similarly, if the load current is increased to 100% of its
representation AVO-, L , C, rN vI-,
io-N) = 0
rated value, the system-statetrajectories shown in FIG.
where rNrepresents the designer’s specified timing pa- 50 6A will be followed, and if the on-offswitching boundrameter. The comparator section 12 of the controller
ary line shown in that figure is used to determine the
compares the measured value of the state variables
power transfer system switching sequence, the steadyvc-Nand ix-Nto this computed switching boundary and
state trajectory in the upper central portion of that
turns the converter power switch on if the state of the
figure will result. For each of the different externally
system is in the region R shown in FIG. 8 and turns the 55 imposed load conditions, the steady-state trajectory of
converter power switch off if the system-stateis in some
the system displayed adjacent to the intersection of the
region of the system-state plane other than region R.
switch-off and switch-on boundary line yields the deSince the values of the externally imposed operating
sired average voltage Vo
conditions are continuously monitored, any change in
The transient characteristic of the novel power delivthese conditions is reflected immediately as a change in 60 ery system shown in FIG. 7 is illustrated in FIG. 8A and
the switching boundary and consequently the power
FIG. 8B for step changes in output load current and in
delivery system switching sequence. Thus, all delays in
FIGS. 9A and 9B for step chaqges in input voltage.
the response of the power delivery system to transient
Consider first that the system is operating in a steadydisturbances are eliminated. Such delays in response
state manner under the conditions depicted in FIG. 6B
often occur in conventionally controlled systems which 65 at 50% of the rated output current. If at this point, the
must wait for the disturbance to manifest itself in some
load current suddenly is reduced to 10% of its rated
internal system signals before its associated controller
value, the transient state trajectory which results while
can react to regulate the system.
the system is operating under the influence of the on-off
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that the precise regulation and highly stable operation
switching boundary state-trajectory controller of FIG.
are achieved in an extremely fast transient-switching
7, is illustrated in FIG. 8A. The trajectories and the
response to the changed externally applied operating
switching boundaries shown in FIG. 8A are the same as
conditions imposed on the system.
those displayed in FIG. 6C since they are in fact dicComputer simulation of the transient responses of the
tated by the change in externally applied operating 5
power delivery system of FIG. 7 to step changes in load
conditions. The original steady-state trajectory under
current are also illustrated in FIGS. 1QA and 10B.
which the system was operating pursuant to the condiFIGS. 1OA and 10B also illustrate the translation of the
tions of FIG. 6B is superimposed on FIG. 8 as a dashed
current versus voltage state-plane plot to the more
closed curve. Assume that the change in load current
arbitrarily occurs when the system-state is at the point 10 widely known current versus time and voltage versus
time operating characteristic curves in order to better
marked with an X in FIG. 8A. At that instant, the
illustrate the implicit timing parameter that exists in
switching boundary and the system trajectory derived
state-plane functions. FIG. 10A is a computer simulated
by the switching boundary computation section 11 of
response of the free running power converter shown in
the novel controller changes dynamically to accommodate the change in load current and the system-state 15 FIG. 7 for a step decrease in load current io-Nfrom 0.5
to 0.1. The initial state of the power delivery system
begins to follow the new off-time trajectory which
corresponds to the steady-state condition of the system
passes through the state of the system at that instant.
illustrated in FIGS. 5B and 6B. The computer simulaThe reactor current eventually falls to zero at which
tion plots are not to the same scale as the plots shown in
time the power stage diode becomes geverse biased and
the output capacitor voltage decays along the vc-Naxis 20 FIGS. 5 and 6,however, but one can mentally superimpose the transient trajectory displayed in FIG. 1OA
until the appropriate new switch-on boundary line is
onto the plane of FIG. 6C to see how the system-state
reached. At this point aswitch-on signal is issued by the
moves from its initial state under one set of operating
controller, and the new steady-state condition (which is
conditions to another steady-state trajectory under difin the discontinuous conduction mode), is attained
within one on-off switching cycle of control. It should 25 ferent operating conditions in a single on-off switching
cycle of control. Similarly, one can superimpose the
be noted that no matter when the change is externally
computer simulated transient trajectory of FIG. 10B
applied load condition occurs within the original
onto the plane of FIG. 6A to visualize how steady-state
steady-state trajectory, whether it be during a power
operation is achieved in switching to a heavier load
switch-on time or a switch off-time, the power switch,
if it is not already in the off-state is immediately turned- 30 condition, again in a single on-off switching cycle of
control. FIGS. 1OA and 10B in the accompanying timeoff at that instant because the original steady-state trabased waveforms help to illustrate clearly the free-runjectory is suddenly located entirely within the newly
ning nature of the power delivery system during the
defined off region of the controller. This response charinitial on-off transient cycle and thereafter the constant
acteristic is in contrast to that which is observed with
most conventional control techniques which often must 35 frequency free-running nature during steady-state operation, regardless of the system’s initial state or the load
wait to complete a fmed on-the or off-time interval
condition before and after a change in externally apbefore a new control command can be issued. The tranplied operating conditions. Similar plots can be shown
sient trajectory which is followed by the system-statein
in order to illustrate the response of the novel system to
response to a step change in load current from 50% to
100% of rated value is illustrated in FIG. 8B of the 40 step changes in input voltage; however, for the sake of
simplicity such plots have not been presented.
drawings. In this example, the system-state, at the point
As set forth in the preceeding description, the control
of load change, is in the on-region of the newly defined
function made available by this invention can be represwitching boundary immediately following the load
sented mathematically by means of relatively simple
change so that the system remains in a turned-on condition until it intercepts the turn-off segment of the newly 45 algebraic equations. Consequently, any of the known
physical devices or combination of such devices which
defined steady-state boundary switching limit, and then
can generate algebraic functions of measured input
tracks down the turn-off segment of the trajectory to
signals can be used to physically embody the control
reach the new steady-state condition within one on-off
concept in a controller that can be used with a whole
switching cycle of control.
Similar principles of operation to those discussed 50 host of known on-off switch controlled electric power
delivery systems. There are a number of different, comabove, apply when the power delivery system of FIG.
mercially available electronic components with which
7 is subjected to changes in input voltage as illustrated
the controller can be built in digital, analog, or hybrid
in FIG. 9A and FLG. 9B of the drawings. The systemform, and which would be capable of processing elecstate trajectories and switching boundaries displayed in
FIG. 9A correspond to the power delivery system op- 55 tronic signals in the manner to be described hereinafter
with relation to FIGS. 12A, 12B and FIGS. 14,14A and
erating with an input voltage equal to 50% of the desired average output voltage rather than the nominal
14B. The particular physical implementation illustrated
75% as depicted in FIG. 6B.The condition depicted in
by the flow chart in FIG. 12A, 12B involves digitally
FIG. 9B correspond to an input voltage of 90% of the
computing the state-plane switching boundary and
rated output voltage. In each of these figures, the initial 60 thereafter comparing the position of the monitored state
of the system variables to this computed boundary in
steady-state operating condition of the power delivery
order to derive desired output on-off switching control
system is depicted in the dotted line curve and the
signals for application to the power switch of the power
change in externally applied input voltage is indicated
delivery system power stage. The implementation deby an X.In each instance, it will be seen that the system
state initially follows along either an on-time trajectory 65 picted in FIG. 12A, 12B may be through the medium of
(FIG. SA) or an off-time trajectory (FIG. 9B) to reach
a specially designed special purpose digital computer
or, alternately, special programming of a general purthe new desired steady-state operating condition in a
pose digital computer although cost-wise the former
single on-off switching control cycle. Thus it is seen
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approach is preferred. The sensed signals from the
power delivery power stage which are used in the control decision process are transmitted to the controller
through four separate analog to digital converter channels, and the resultant output on-off switching control 5
signal is transmitted back from the controller to the
power delivery system via a single digital to analog
converter channel. The required mathematical operations are performed sequentially in the central processing unit of the machine by the program as described 10
below; however, it is noted that many of the mathematical operations being performed could by additional
complexity be performed in parallel rather than sequentially to enable a much higher control sampling rate 15
than otherwise is attainable with the sequential program.
FIGS. 12A, 12B comprise a flow chart for a suitable
digital computer controller implementation of the invention. As indicated by the symbols in FIGS. 12A,
12B, un-normalized systems of parameters and variables 20
are used in the program and consequently also are employed throughout the following description in connection with this controller implementation, and also with
the analog controller version. Also, two new symbols
are introduced with respect to FIGS. 12A, 12B to help 25
in distinguishing between physically measured system
variables and the variables and parameters which are
computed within the controller. Thus, throughout the
following description, measured values of variables
from the power delivery system power stage are indi- 30
cated by a superscript asterisk (*), and computed values
generated by the control program are indicated by a
superscript circle (").
The controller depicted in FIGS. 12A, 12B begins by
utilizing measured values of the four signals from the 35
power delivery system power stage and which are used
in deriving the desired on-off switching control function. Two of these signals, io* and vI*, represent the
externally imposed operating conditions of the svstem
and the other two input signals ix* and vo*, represent
' 4 a1
the state of the system power stage variables at the
instant of sampling. The program then causes the controller to follow the sequence of operation depicted in
FIGS. 12A, 12B and to be described more fully herein- 45
after to determine whether the power switch of the
power delivery system should be turned on or off for
those measured values of the power stage variables.
Prior to reaching the end of the program, the control
command is updated to correspond to the most recently
sampled values of these variables. After updating, the 50
program is completed and thereafter another set of
sampled values is obtained and the process repeated to
determine the next sequential control command.
The equations which generate the dynamic on-off
switching boundary used in the program are set forth in 55
equations (17) and (18) and are rewritten below as equations (19) and (20) in a form which more clearly illustrates their use in the on-off control of the power delivery system. These equations are derived with respect to
the model of the voltage step-up DC to DC power 60
converter shown in FIG. 3A and 3B of the drawings
and are expressed in terms of the output voltage yo
rather than the capacitor voltage v,.
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Equation (19) gives the value of the voltage on the
switch-off segment of the switching boundary trajectory as a function of the measured reactor current ix*.
Consequently, this computed value of voltage is identified by the symbol voaofland is illustrated in the systemstate plane of ixversus voshown in FIG. 13A, 13B. The
value of voltage on the switch-on segment of the
switching boundary trajectory is derived from equation
(20) as a function of the measured reactor current ix*
and is reprexented by the symbol YOaon. This switching
boundary is depicted in FIG. 13A and 13B wherein the
value of capacitor equivalent series resistance is negligble for FIG. 13A and is substantial in FIG. 13B. The
coefficients used in equations (19) and (20), clO,c20 and
c30 are functions of the values of the power delivery
system power handling network components L and C,
the desired average output voltage Vo the measured
value of input voltage vl* and the computer value of the
desired average output current io0 to be described hereinafter. These coefficients are derived pursuant to equations (21), (22) and (23).
As illustrated in FIG. 7, the controller consists of two
principle sections, a computational section 11 in which
Phfland YOh,, are determined pursuant to equations
(19) and (20), and a comparison decision making section
12 in which the measured output voltage yo* is compared to these computed values and an on or off switching command is issued and applied to the power switch
of the power stage. After receiving a set of sample
system input signals, the controller proceeds to process
these signals, together with the preprogrammed power
stage component values and the specified steady-state
operating characteristics including the designer specified timing parameter, to determine the system-state
switching boundary. As illustrated in FIG. P2A the first
computation performed determines the average output
current ioowhich is commensurate with the desired
average output voltage Vo and the externally applied
load. This computation is conducted pursuant to equation (24) and is based on the assumption that the power
delivery system load is purely resistive and thus can be
determined from Ohm's law for the measured values of
output current and output voltage. This computed
value of current is the value which is used in determining the coordinates of the steady-state switch-off point
iBO,vBo (shown in FIG. 13A) and the coefficients of the
equations which describe the system switching boundary.
65
Using the computed value of io0and the measured
value of input voltage vI*, the coefficients cl0, c20, and
c30 are computed from equations (21), (22) and (23),
respectively. These coeficients determine the shape of
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the system-state switching boundary, but the desired
the power switch should be on. If Pmflis less than or
steady-state switch-off point must also be computed to
equal to yo*, however, the system-state could be in
located the particular on-time and off-time trajectories
either region I11 (an on region) or region IV (an off
which will yield the desired end result steady-state
region). Thus, the measured value of reactor current ix*
operating characteristics. The particular power deliv- 5 must be compared to the value of the steady-state
ery system being used with the controller implementaswitch-on current iAo which was computed earlier purtion shown in FIGS. 12A, 12B is designed to operate in
suant to equation (25) to determine whether the systema constant frequency mode SO that equations (11)-(14)
state is in region 111or IV, and thus whether the power
are used to compute the state-plane coordinates of the
switch should be on or off. This last mentioned compardesired new switch-off point iBo and VB'. AS indicated 10 ison is illustrated in FIG. 12B of the drawings by the
with respect to equations (1 1)-(14), the equations which
diamond-shaped box labeled ix* < iAo.
determine the coordinates of the steady-state switch-off
At this point in the controller program processing a
point are not the same for both continuous and disconcontrol decision has been made based upon the most
tinuous conduction modes of operation. Thus, before
recent measured values of the state of the power delivthe desired new steady-state switch-off point can be 15 ery system and its externally imposed operating condicomputed, the controller program must determine in
tions. However, before the program returns the controlwhich mode of operation the power delivery system
ler to the beginning of the control loop to start processshould function under the measured externally applied
ing the next sequential set of measured input signal
operating conditions. This can be determined by comvalues, the value of the measured reactor current ix* at
puting the value of the steady-state switch-on current 20 that point in the program is compared to a specified
iAowhich is given by equation (25). If the computed maximum value Ima. If ix* exceeds this maximum value
value of steady-state switch-on current iAois greater
of reactor current, a power switch turn-off signal is
than zero, then steady-state operation for the power
issued by the controller as illustrated at the bottom of
delivery system under the measured operating condiFIG. 12B in order to prevent the reactor current from
tions then in existence, should be in the continuous 25 rising to a level which might damage the power delivconduction mode. If iAoisless than or equal to zero, the
ery system power handling network components. If ix*
power delivery system should operate in the discontinuis less than I,
no operation is performed. By this
ous conduction mode. Thus, depending on the comexpedient, a simple current limit protection feature is
puted value of iAo,either equations (11) and (12) or
introduced into the operation of the controller.
equations (13) and (14) are used to compute the values 30
TABLE 1
of the coordinates of the steady-state switch-off point
Component
o
r
Measured or
iBo.
Having determined the values of the coefficients elo,
Parameter
Specified Value
czo, and c30, and the values of the coordinates of the
L
9.1 m H
steady-state switch-off point iBo and vBo, the values for
C
12,900 pF
0.017
*C
Paofland faoncan be computed from equation (19) and 35
28.0V
(20), respectively. The completion of these computa10.0 msec
i0
0.4 - 4.0 A
tions is the final step required in the computation section
16.0 - 24.0 V
"I
of the controller, and with these computed dynamic
on-off switching state-plane boundary values and the
measured value of the system-state variable, the con- 40 Table 1lists the component or parameter values of a
troller has all of the information it needs to determine
working power delivery system employing a novel
whether the power stage switch should be on or off.
controller constructed in accordance with the invenThis point in the computational process is illustrated in
tion. In operation, the time required for the controller to
FIG. 12B of the drawings by the box labeled Compute
perform the boundary defining and comparison opera45 tions called for in the control loop shown in FIGS. 12A,
Po-offf
As depicted in FIG. 12B of the drawings, the first
12B from start to finish was approximately 200 microsteD in the comparative decision section of the controlseconds. Thus. in order to be able to comDute on-off
1e;program is to determine the instantaneous state of
control signals-sufficiently often per cycle df operation
the power delivery system power switch Q. If the
of the power delivery system and thereby enable accupower switch is off, the measured value of output volt- 50 rate system performance, the power delivery system
age yo* is compared to the computed value of the
had to operate at relatively low frequencies.The particswitch-on line faonat the measured value of the reactor
ular voltage step-up DC to D C power converter shown
current ix*. From FIG. 13 is will be apparent that if the
in FIG. 1was designed to operate at 100 hertz so that
measured value of output voltage is greater than the
the control loop was enabled to process approximately
, at the measured value of reactor 55 50 control cycles of operation for each switching cycle
computed value P
current ix*, the state of the power delivery system at the
of the power delivery system. The rated average output
sampling instant is to the right of the switch-on line and
voltage for the converter of FIG. 1 was 28 volts, the
hence in region I of FIG. 13A, 13B, and thus the power
rated output current was 4 amperes and the specified
switch should remain off. If the state of the system is to
range of input voltage was 16-24 volts. Small current
the left of the switch-on boundary Vh,,, however, its 60 sensing resistors were used to measure the instantaneous
position relative to the switch-off boundary P,lfmust
values of the reactor current and the output current. In
be determined. Likewise, if the power delivery system's
response to stepped changes in load current from 100%
power switch is found to be on at the beginning of the
to 50% of rated value, the demonstration converter
loop, the position of the system-state relative to the
operating under the state-trajectory control law of the
switch-off boundary must be determined. If the com- 65 controller was able to move from one steady-state conputed value of the switch-off voltage vOaonisgreater
dition to the second commanded condition in one on-off
than the measured value of output voltage vo*,then the
switching cycle of control. Under the cited conditions,
state of the system is in region I1 of FIG. 13A, 13B and
the decrease in load current occurred in a power
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it can be used at other different points in the analog
controller.
The value io0 appearing at the output of component
21 is supplied to the X input terminal of a multiplier
component 24. The multiplier component 24 also has
supplied to its Z input terminal the measured value of
the input voltage vI*. A separately derived signal representative of the value (L/C)(iBO
-ix*) obtained from
the output of an operational amplifier 25 is supplied as
the third input terminal to the Y input of multiplier
component 24 which operates to derive at its output a
signal
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This signal is applied to one input terminal of an operational amplifier 26 along with the output signal ix* rc
obtained from the output of an operational amplifier 21
having the transfer characteristic rcand whose input is
supplied the measured value of the reactor current ix*.
The operational amplifier 26 derives at its output a
portion of the switch-on boundary equation

The common terms vBOand io* rc as found in equations (19) and (20) are incorporated into these computations and thus the symbols vof and vonoare used in equations (26) and (27) respectively rather than vG0f and
vmno as are used in equations (19) and (20) respectively.
In a manner similar to that above, the processing of
the measured input signals and the two computed values ioo and (VO - vr*) can be traced through the other
separate and parallel signal processing paths to derive a
portion of the switch-off boundary equation
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switch-off time interval, and the switch remained open
until the state of the power delivery system crossed the
new switch-on boundary. In making the stepped
change, the converter momentarily operated in the
discontinuous conduction mode during the transient 5
cycle, but steady-state operation for both load conditions was in the continuous conduction mode. In a second example, the demonstration system was subjected
to a stepped change in output current from 100% to
25% of its rated value. The new steady-state condition 10
was again achieved in one on-off switching cycle of
control and the system again operated in the discontinuous conduction mode of operation at the lighter load
even during steady-state operating conditions. The frequency of operation at the lighter load condition was 15
reduced to approximately 75 hertz rather than the specified 100 hertz as it was at the higher load condition. It
has been shown analytically and verified with computer
simulation data that this frequency discrepancy is 20
caused by an insufficiently high sampling rate during
the power switch on-time intervals. This frequency
discrepancy can be eliminated by either increasing the
controller sampling rate, or by incorporating additional
analytically derived terms in the equations which define 25
the system switching boundary.
FIG. 14 presents a conceptual block diagram of an
analog controller implementation of the invention. The
input measured values of ix? io*, vr* and vo*, together
with the constant desired average output voltage Voare 30
provided to an analog signal supply bus which in turn
supplies the various functional blocks as indicated. The
values of the state-plane switching boundary are thus
continuously computed in the computational section
and compared to the continuously measured state of the 35
system in the comparator stage.
FIGS. 14A and 14B together comprise a schematic
circuit diagram of a novel analog controller constructed
in accordance with the invention. FIG. 14 depicts functionally the computation sections and the comparison 40
sections of the analog controller. In FIG. 14A,the input
measured values of ix*, io*, vr* and vo* are provided to
the analog controller. The controller is comprised of a
number of standard, commercially available integrated
circuit analog function modules such as that shown at 45
21 which have the generalized transfer function E, = X
(Y/Z)" for appropriately processing input signals applied to its X,Y and Z input terminals pursuant to this
transfer function. It is believed apparent that the exponent a can be allowed to equal the value one whereby 50
the component can be tailored to perform simple algebraic functions such as that illustrated for 21 wherein
the desired steady-state average output voltage Vo is
applied to the X input terminal, the measured value of 55
output current io* applied to the Y input terminal and
the measured value of the output voltage vo* applied to
the Z input terminal to derive the output function
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In addition to the computed vonoand the vof values, the
controller of FIG. 14A and 14B derives a computed
value of comparison voltage

in which the terms vBOandio* rcare included. Note that

In obtaining the values of vxOandvof, different values
of Pand iBOareused depending upon whether the power
60 delivery system should be in the continuous conduction
mode or the discontinuous conduction mode. For this
purpose a dual analog multiplexer shown at 28 selects
This value of ioOisfed back to an input terminal marked
the outputs supplied from an operational amplifier 29
with this characteristic signal for use in other portions
and an operational amplifier 31 for supplying the Pand
of the analog controller. In a similar fashion an opera- 65 the iBO
values, respectively, if the power converter systional amplifier shown at 22 in FIG. 14A is employed to
tem should be operating in the continuous conduction
derive the function (Vo -vr*) for application to a termimode. Alternately, if the power delivery system should
nal line marked with this characteristic function so that
be operating in the discontinuous conduction mode, the
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multiplexer 28 supplies the outputs from the operational
amplifier 32 and multiplier component 33 for use as the
LN
iX?N +
" C - N = - 2cdv0-, - v ~ - ~ )
Pand iBovalues,respectively. To determine whether the
power delivery system should be operating in the con~ O - N L N X - N + K,
tinuous conduction or the discontinuous conduction 5
C ~ V O - N -VI-N)
T h L~N
mode, a zero crossing detector 34is employed to which
'0-AN
.
a computed value of steady-state switch-on current iAois v ~ = -- ~ N 0 - N ix?N + c,v,_, + Kl
applied, and which makes the determination one if iAo >
TikN
0 and zero if iAo 0 for controlling operation of the dual
$.=0
analog multiplexer 28. The respective values of Pand 10
LN
iBo are supplied as inputs to a summing amplifier 35 and
iA?N K, = 2cdvo-Nto the operational amplifier 25, respectively. The sumj0-A~
+ VA-N
ming amplifier 35 also has supplied to its input signals
C ~ V O -N VI-N)
representative of the value
LN

-

15 K~= 2cNvo-N 'E-N
.z

- iO--NLN
cN v0 - N iB-N+

(33)

(34)
(35)
(36)

(37)
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The equations for locating the coordinates of the
desired new steady-state switch-off point for constant
rcio*, vo* and Voand derives at its output the computed 2o frequency operation of the current step-up converter
shown in FIG. 15 under new externally applied operatvalue +vxo. The operational amplifier 25, as mentioned
previously, supplies its output to the multiplier compoing conditions are set forth in equations (38) and (39) for
nent 24 and also to a multiplier component 36 from
the continuous conduction mode of operation and in
whose output the portion of the switch-off boundary
equations (40) and (41) for the discontinuous conducsignal v o j is derived. The three computed signals v,,~, 25 tion mode.
vo/ and vy are then compared in a comparator circuit
CONTINUOUS CONDITION OPERATION
and AND logic circuit to derive at the output of an OR
V O - ~ ~ I- NVO-NVN
(38)
gate an output controller switch-on or switch-off signal.
The different values of voltage Paod turn-off current
=
ZNVI-N
iBofor both the continuous conduction mode and the 30
=
(39)
discontinuous conduction mode are given by the following expressions:
(vI-N - 2vO-N)(vI-N - vO-N)vO-N%
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Having determined the steady-state switch-off point,
the state-plane switching boundary is established by
selecting the system off-time and on-time trajectories
FIG. 15 is a schematic functional block diagram of a
current step-up DC to DC power converter incorporat- 50 which pass through that point. Such state-planeswitching a controller constructed according to the invention
ing boundary on-time and off-time trajectory segments
wherein the regulated increase in output current is obare shown in FIG. 16 in bold lines. Again as with the
tained from an unregulated direct current source of
voltage step-up converter, the instantaneous values of
energy operating at a lower current value than the
input voltage and output current are used, in conjuncoutput current value. The expressionsdefining the fami- 55 tion with the power stage component values, the delies of on-time trajectories and off-time trajectories for
signer-specified timing parameter and the desired averthe current step-up power converter shown in FIG. 15
age output voltage to construct the two-segment stateare set forth below. The derivation of the equations for
plane switching boundary represented by the expression
Avo-, LM CN, vI-, io-N) = 0 where the function
these trajectories is entirely s d a r to that for the voltage step-up configuration discussed above and is set 60 f is given by the folIowing equations (42) and (43) for
forth in detail in the above referenced doctoral thesis
the switching boundary in the iX-Nversus Y ~ plane
- ~
published by the Duke University School of Engineerand the modified values 4 are presented in equations
ing. The plots for these equations are shown generally
(44)and (45) where the controller is designed to employ
in FIG. 16 and can be seen to be parabolas during both
measured output voltage values in place of the capacithe power switch on-time interval and the power switch 65 tor voltage values.
off-time interval when the reactor current is greater
'O-SN
y )
than zero.
( 4 - N - &-N) +
(iX-N - 'B-N)
During the power switch on-time interval Ton-N
2CNV0-N
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the off region of the state-plane in this figure incorporates a portion of the v ~ axis
- as
~ part of its off-time
trajectory. The abrupt change in direction which the
system-state undergoes at the instant that the reactor
(43)
5 current iX-Nfalls to zero is caused by the diode in the
converter power stage becoming reverse biased rather
than by any switching signal from the system controller. Since there are no timing restrictions imposed on
the converter power switch during these transient trajectories from one steady-state operating point on the
state-plane to a new, different steady-state operating
point, the switch can remain open or closed for as long
a period as is needed for the system-state to reach the
new system switching boundary. Any switching prior
to the intersection of the system-state with this boundary, whether it be caused by a controller timing con(45)
straint or a fixed reference level, etc., which was chosen
to accommodate some other operating requirement, can
only cause delays in the accomplishment of the desired
20 new steady-state condition and, in some cases, could
cause the state of the system to converge to some other
(iX-N - io-N)&-NfOr
~ X - N iA-N
undesired equilibrium or unstable condition. Again, it
It should be noted that the same four system signals
can be observed that no matter how far the initial state
are utilized in both the voltage step-up converter conof the system is from the new desired equilibrium condifiguration control and the current step-up converter 25 tion, the direction of the movement of the system-state
configuration control although the resultant on-off
on the state-plane is always toward the new switching
switching boundary trajectory segments and the region
boundary rather than away from it, and thus power
R for the respective power circuit configurations are
delivery systems operating with the new control law
different. FIG. 16 illustrates the on-off switching
are inherently stable in operation.
boundary trajectory segment (bold lines) for the current 30 The implementation of the controller sections 11 and
step-up converter of FIG. 15 having a v ~ =- 1.5
~ and
12 for the system of FIG. 15 employs either a special
io-N= 0.5. FIG. 17A illustrates the transient response
purpose digital computer or especially programmed
of the free-running current step-up converter system of
general purpose digital computer having characteristics
FIG. 15 to step changes in output current from i o - N =
similar to that illustrated in the flow chart of FIGS.
0.5 to 1.0. FIG. 17B of the drawings shows the transient 35 12A, 12B and of course modified to accommodate the
response of the system to a step change in output curchanged physical nature of the current step-up power
rent from io-N= 0.5 to 0.1. The dashed closed curves
converter configuration pursuant to the equations charin each of these figures represent the original steadyacteristic of the configuration. Alternatively, a special
state trajectory corresponding to the externally applied
40 purpose analog computer similar to that shown in
conditions shown in FIG. 16.
FIGS. 14, 14A and 14B can be designed to operate as
FIG. 18A illustrates the transient response of the
the controller section of the system of FIG. 15 but again
free-running current step-up converter of FIG. 15 to a
would be modified to incorporate the characteristic
step change in input voltage v,-Nfrom 1.5 to 1.25. FIG.
equations of the current step-up converter configura18B shows the response of the system to a step change
tion. In like manner, a special purpose hybrid computain input voltage from 1.5 to 2.0 where again the dashed 45 tional circuit composed of digital and analog functions
closed curves represent the original steady-state trajeccan be designed to function as the controller section of
tory corresponding to the operating conditions depicted
the system of FIG. 15. The corresponding equations for
in FIG. 16. FIG. 18B is of particular interest in that it
defining the vhnO and vhf switching boundary segillustrates a change in operating conditions whereby the
new steady-state trajectory completely encompasses 50 ments of a controller designed for use with the system
of FIG. 15 in conjunction with a digitally operated
the original trajectory and so the system transient tracomputation section would be in accordance with the
jectory results in no voltage or current overshoot or
following equations (46) - (51) whose equivalence and
undershoot and the system reaches the new steady-state
substitution for the expressions employed in the flow
operating condition in a single on-off switching cycle.
Another point of interest revealed in FIGS. 18A and 55 chart of FIGS. 12A, 12B is believed obvious to one
skilled in the art.
18B is that the off-time trajectory segments of the current step-up converter configuration do not change
shape for changes in input voltage. This characteristic is
clearly illustrated in FIGS. 18A and 18B where for the
cases in which the change in voltage occurs during an 60
interval when the power switch is off, no apparent
change in converter trajectory occurs until the original
L
4 = -zcv,
or the new switching boundary is crossed.
FIG. 19 is a graph illustrating the switching boundary
for the current step-up converter of FIG. 15 and illus- 65
trates the transient response of the system controller for
two different assumed initial operating states indicated
L
4 = - 2C(V0- vf)
by the x marks. The transient trajectory which begins in
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The preceeding discussion illustrates in some detail
embodiments of the invention in power converters of
the DC to DC type. It is apparent that the same technique of control can be applied in the case of power
delivery systems of the DC to AC type. This is illus- 10
trated in FIG. 20 which comprises a DC to AC inverter
power delivery system employing four power switches
connected in a bridge configuration and providing a
load consisting of inductor LN, capacitor CN, and output load resistor RL-N. The switches in the bridge con- l5
nected power stage are turned on and off in pairs such
that Q1 and 4 4 switch on and off as a pair and Q2 and
4 3 switch on and off as a unit. No more than two power
switches are on at the same time although, in the discontinuous mode of operation when the current through 2o
inductor LNiszero, all four power switches may be off
simultaneously. The four diodes Dl-D4 are commutating diodes which provide, when necessary, a path for
reactive components of current when the power
switches open. Since the basic concept of control is the
same as that previously discussed, the method of deriv- 25
ing the state-plane trajectories is similar to the procedure for establishing the switching-line boundary for
the region R which separates the state-plane into the
region R where power-stage switches 42 and 4 3 are on 3o
and the remaining region of the state plane where Q1
and 4 4 are on is likewise similar. Care has been taken to
use the same symbols for all three illustrative examples
of power delivery systems controlled according to the
invention. The sketch of the state-plane in FIG. 21, 35
which is analogous to FIG. 16 for the current step-up
DC to DC converter, shows in bold solid lines the onoff switching boundary. Trajectories in the region R
where 4 2 and 4 3 are on are shown in FIG. 22 as dashed
lines, and trajectories in the region where Q1 and 4 4 are 40
on are shown as solid lines. The steady-state periodic
output condition of the inverter is shown as the closed
curve encompassingthe origin made of a bold solid line
portion that closely coincides with a portion of the
switching boundary and a bold dashed line portion. A 45
principal difference between the steady-state operating
condition of this power delivery system and the systems
previously described is the location of the closed limit
cycle trajectory. In the case of a DC to AC inverter
type of power delivery system, the steady-state closed- 50
curve trajectory is usually located symmetrically with
respect to the origin in the state-plane while in the case
of DC to DC converters the steady-state closed-curve
trajectory is usually not so located.
From the foregoing description, it will be appreciated 55
that the invention provides a novel method and apparatus for determining a precise switching sequence for the
power switching elements of electric power delivery
systems of the controlled on-off switching type and
which enables extremely fast transient response, precise 60
regulation and highly stable operation. The novel system and control utilizes the values of the power delivery system power handling network components, designer specified operating characteristics, and the externally imposed operating conditions to determine where 65
steady-state operations should be in order to yield desired output characteristics for the given system specifications. The actual state of the power delivery system
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power handling network components is continuously
monitored and compared to this desired equilibrium
condition, and from the information obtained from this
comparison, the system state is moved to the desired
equilibrium condition in one on-off switching cycle of
control. Since the controller continuously monitors the
power delivery system externally imposed operating
conditions, a change in the externally imposed operating condition is immediately sensed and a new equilibrium condition is determined and achieved again in a
single cycle of switching control.
Having described several embodiments of a novel
system-state and operating condition sensitive control
method and apparatus for electric power delivery systems constructed in accordance with the invention, it is
believed obvious that other modificationsand variations
of the invention will be suggested to those skilled in the
art in the light of the above teachings. For example, it is
believed obvious that the concept of control described
herein can be readily adopted to regulate some other
operating parameter such as output current in contrast
to regulation of the output voltage which has been
specifically described in the specification with respect
to three different species of power delivery systems.
The same concepts apply when the system being controlled employs more than one power switching element which operates in some sequence. Further, energy
transfer systems employing a plurality of different reactive components can be controlled according to the
invention where, for example, the system has more than
one winding that receives energy from the source and a
separate winding that delivers magnetically stored energy to the output capacitor and the load. Alternatively,
the power delivery system could have more than one
output load which may be at different voltage and/or
current levels; or systems employing windings with taps
to assist in the transformation between input and output
voltage levels and/or input and output current levels
can be controlled according to the invention. It is therefore to be understood that changes may be.made in the
particular embodiments of the invention described
which are within the full intended scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1.A new and improved controllable on-off switching
type of power delivery system for transferring electrical
power from an input source of electrical energy to a
load in a controlled manner, the improvement comprising a novel controller for optimizing the on-off period
of operation of said on-off switching type power delivery system to thereby provide extremely fast transient
response to changed operating conditions imposed on
the system, precise regulation and highly stable operation; said controller including in combination:
operating condition sensing means for sensing the
operating conditions externally imposed on the
power delivery system;
system state variables sensing means for sensing the
actual state of selected power handling network
components comprising the power delivery system;
fast responding boundary computation circuit means
responsive to said operating condition sensing
means and supplied with the component values of
the selected power handling network components,
a desired output operating characteristic for the
system and a designer specified timing parameter
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system includes both inductive reactive components
and capacitive reactive components and the systemstate variables sensing means senses both the inductive
reactor currents and the voltages across the capacitive
reactive components and supplies the sensed values to
the comparison circuit means of the controller.
6.An improved power delivery system according to
claim 2 wherein the designer specified timing parameter
can be proportioned such that the controller while operating the power system in a free running manner,
under steady-state conditions switches the power
switch of the system on and off at either a constant
frequency, a frequency functionally related to the system operating conditions or parameters, with constant
off-time or with constant on-time and under each of
these different operating manners the system can be
made to operate either in a continuous reactor mmf
mode or a discontinuous reactor mmf mode depending
upon the specified output operating characteristics and
the system parameters.
7. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 1 wherein the power handling network of the
system includes capacitive reactive components and the
system-state variables sensing means senses the capacitive reactive voltages and the output voltage of the
system and supplies the sensed values to the comparison
means of the controller.
8. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 3 wherein the power delivery system comprises a
voltage step-up DC to DC converter whose dynamic
state-plane switching boundary defining the switch-off
states of the system is given by the expression:
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for deriving dynamic state-space boundary values
defining a desired new area of steady state operation and distinct new areas of on-off operation in
the operating state-space for the power delivery
system under different new externally imposed 5
operating conditons; and
comparison circuit means responsive to said boundary computation circuit means and said systemstate sensing means for comparing the values of the
system-state variables to the dynamic state-space 10
switching boundary values and deriving respective
on-off controlling output signals for controlling the
on-off condition of the power delivery system in
response to the location of the state of the system
variables in the system state-space relative to the 15
switching boundary values.
2. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 1 wherein the system state-space for the on-off
power delivery system is characterized by families of
distinct different switch-on (on-time) and switch-off 2o
(off-time) trajectories on the system state-space for a
given power delivery system and set of imposed operating conditions and with respect to which there is a
unique set of dynamic boundary values identified by the
system parameters and desired output characteristics, 25
and wherein said novel controller during each switching cycle causes said power delivery system to remain
in a selected on-off condition in response to the on-off
controlling output signal from said comparison circuit
means while the power delivery system state traverses 30
along a selected on-time/off-time trajectory dependent
upon the initial operating state of the system-state variables until intercepting the dynamic state-space boundary characteristic of the instantaneous imposed operating conditions and to switch over to the opposite on-off 35
condition and to remain in the switched over condition
while the system-state traverses along the uniquely
selected companion on-time/off-time trajectory identified by the interception of the first mentioned trajectory
with the dynamic state-space switching boundary until 40
reaching a desired new steady-state operating condition
whereby the system can be transiently changed from an
initial operating steady-state condition to a different
operating steady-state condition in response to newly
imposed operating conditions in a precise, single-cycle 45
on-off switching sequence.
3. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 2 wherein the shapes of the system state-space
on-off trajectories for the power delivery system are
known functions of the selected power handling network component values such as the system inductance,
capacitance and semiconductor characteristics, and of
the externally imposed operating conditions such as the
input voltage and output current whereby a change in
any one of these parameters causes the shapes of the 55
on-off trajectories to change dynamically along with
the change in the dynamic state-space switching boundary values resulting from the change in any of these
parameters.
4. An improved power delivery system according to 60
claim 1 wherein the power handling network of the
system includes inductive reactive components and the
system-state variables sensing means senses the inductive reactor currents and the output voltage of the system and supplies the sensed values to the comparison 65
circuit means of the controller.
5. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 1 wherein the power handling network of the

+

+ vEo-

c{(ix*2 - iEoz) c;(ix*
- iE9
io* r,

(1)

the dynamic state-plane switching boundary value line
of the system defining the switch-on states is given by:
f0-, = c:(ix*

- ia”, + vEo + (ix* - io*) r,

(2)
where

4=-

L
ZC(V0-

vf)

(3)

(5)

and ix* is the measured value of the power network
reactor current, iBoisthe computed value of the reactor
current at the desired new steady-state switch-off point,
vBoisthe computed value of the capacitor voltage at the
desired new steady-state switch-off point, io* is the
measured value of the output current, rcis the value of
the equivalent series resistance of the capacitive reactive component in the power handling newwork, L is
the value of inductance of the inductive reactive component in the power handling network, C is the value of
capacitance of the capacitive reactive component of the
power handling network, Vo is the desired average
output voltage for the system while operating under
steady-state at newly imposed externally applied operating conditions, ioois the computed value of the average output current which is commensurate with the
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desired average output voltage at the new steady-state
upon the specified output operating characteristics and
operating conditions and vr* is the measured value of
the system parameters.
the input voltage to the power delivery system.
15.An improved power delivery system according to
9. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 11 wherein the power handling network of the
claim 8 wherein said fast boundary computation circuit 5 system includes capacitive reactive components and the
means comprises digital computation circuit means for
system-state variables sensing means senses the capacideriving a computed value of average output current
tive reactive voltages and the output voltage of the
io0from the desired average output voltage value Vo
system and supplies the sensed values to the comparison
and a computed load value derived from the measured
means of the controller.
output voltage and measured output current, means for lo 16.An improved power delivery system according to
computing a plurality of coefficients from the computed
claim 3 for use as a voltage step up DC to DC power
value of average output current, the desired average
converter wherein said fast state-plane switching
output voltage and the system parameters, means emboundary computation circuit means comprises analog
ploying the computed plurality of coefficients to comcomputation circuit means for deriving a computed
pute the on-time and off-time computed switching l5 value of average output current ioOfora desired value of
boundary value
and
respectively, and
average output voltage Vo for the power delivery sysmeans for deriving a computed desired value of steady
tem and a computed load impedance value derived from
state switch-on current iAO
upon the power delivery
the measured output voltage VO* and measured output
system obtaining steady state operation.
10.An improved power delivery system according to 2o current io*, analog computation circuit means for deriving the computed value (VO- v,*) from the desired
claim 9 wherein the comparison circuit means comvalue of output voltage Voand measured value of input
prises means for comparing the measured value of the
voltage VI*, analog computation circuit means for derivoutput voltage yo* to the computed value of the switching a portion of the equation for the switch-on dynamic
on dynamic switching boundary line yOo-on at the meawhere:
sured value of the reactor current ix*, means for com- 25 state-plane switching boundary VOno
paring the computed value of the dynamic switching
boundary switch-off line VDo-onto the measured value of
the output voltage vo*, means for comparing the measured value of the reactor current ix* to the computed
value of the steady state switch-on current iAOandderiv- 30 analog computation circuit means for deriving the
ing controlling on-off switching signals for controlling
switch-off dynamic state-plane switching boundary vo#
operation of the power delivery system in accordance
where:
with the result of the comparative values.
11.An improved power delivery system according to
claim 10 further including means for comparing the
measured value of the reactor current ix* to a predetermined maximum value of reactor current I,,and
overanalog computation circuit means for deriving the comriding any controlling output signal in the event that the
puted value of a comparison voltage vxo where:
measured reactor current exceeds the predetermined
maximum current limits to maintain the power delivery 40
system in a turned-off state.
(3)
12.An improved power delivery system according to
claim 11 wherein the power handling network of the
system includes inductive reactive components and the
and where:
system-state variables sensing means senses the induc- 45 Vo = desired average output voltage for the system
tive reactor currents and the output voltage of the sysat the new steady state operating condition in the
tem and supplies the sensed values to the comparison
state-plane
circuit means of the controller.
L
= value of the inductive reactive component of the
13.An improved power delivery system according to
power handling network
claim 11 wherein the power handling network of the 50
ioo= computed value of the average output current
system includes both inductive reactive components
which is comnensurate with the desired average
and capacitive reactive components and the systemoutput voltage Vo
state variables sensing means senses both the inductive
C = capacitance value of the capacitive reactive
reactor currents and the voltages across the capacitive
components employed in the power handling netreactive component and supplies the sensed values to 55
work
the comparison circuit means of the controller.
vr*
= measured value of the input voltage to the
14.An improved power delivery system according to
system
claim 11 wherein the designer specified timing parameiBo= the computed current coordinate of the steady
ters can be proportioned such that the controller while
state switch-off point
operating the power system in a free running manner, 6o
ix* = the measured value of the reactor current
under steady-state conditions switches the power
rc = the equivalent series resistance value of the
switch of the system on and off at either a constant
capacitive reactor component in the power hanfrequency, a frequency functionally related to the sysdling network
tem operating conditions or parameters, with constant
off-time or with constant on-time and under each of 65 T = designer specified steady-state operation period
VD = computed voltage comprising a portion of the
these different operating manners the system can be
coordinate of the steady state switch-off point in
made to operate either in a continuous reactor mmf
the system state-plane
mode or a discontinuous reactor mmf mode depending
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vo* = the measured value of the output voltage of the
system
17. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 16 wherein said fast responding analog computation circuit means further includes computation circuit
means for deriving different values for Pand iBodependent upon whether the power converter is operating in
the continuous reactor mmf mode or the discontinuous
reactor mmf mode and including dual analog multiplexer means responsive to the value of the computed
steady state switch-on current iAOwhere iAO> 0 indicates continuous mmf mode and iA S 0 indicates discontinuous mmf mode and wherein for the continuous mmf
mode of operation:

42

state-plane switching boundary defining the switch-off
states of the system is given by the expression:
'

Y"o-of=

c,'(ix*2

- iBo2)+ cZo(ix*- iB7 + vso +

(ix* - io*)rc

5

(1)

the dynamic state-plane switching boundary value line
of the system defining the switch-on states is given by:

v " ~ - ,= c;(iX**

10

+ + (ix* - io*) r, +

- iflo*) vBo

C4'(iX* - iB7

(2)

where
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4=

(4)

L
-zcv,

(3)
(4)
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18. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 17 wherein the power handling network of the
system includes inductive reactive components and the
system-state variables sensing means senses the induc- 35
tive reactor currents and the output voltage of the system and supplies the sensed values to the comparison
circuit means of the controller.
19. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 17 wherein the power handling network of the 40
system includes both inductive reactive components
and capacitive reactive components and the systemstate variables sensing means senses both the inductive
reactor currents and the voltage across the capacitive
reactive components and supplies the sensed values to 45
the comparison circuit means of the controller.
20. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 17 wherein designer specified timing parameters
can be proportioned such that the controller operating
the power system in a free running manner, at constant 50
frequency, at a frequency functionally related to the
system operating conditions or parameters, with constant off-time or with constant on-time and within each
of these different operating manners the system can be
made to operate either in a continuous reactor mmf 55
mode or a discontinuous reactor mmf mode depending
upon the specified output operating characteristics and
the system parameter.
21. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 17 wherein the power handling network of the 60
system includes capacitive reactive components and the
system-state variables sensing means senses the capacitive reactive voltages and the output voltage of the
system and supplies the sensed values to the comparison
means of the controller.
65
22. An improved power delivery system according to
claim 3 wherein the power delivery system comprises a
current step-up DC to DC converter whose dynamic

PN

(5)

and ix* is the measured value of the power network
reactor current, iBOisthe computed value of the reactor
current at the desired new steady-state switch-off point,
vBOisthe computed value of the capacitor voltage at the
desired new steady-state switch-off point, io* is the
measured value of the output current, rcis the value of
the equivalent series resistance of the capacitive reactive component in the power handling network, L is the
value of inductance of the inductive reactive component in the power handling network, C is the value of
capacitance of the capacitive reactive component of the
power handling network, Vo is the desired average
output voltage for the system while operating under
steady-state at newly imposed externally applied operating conditions, io0 is the computed value of the average output current which is commensurate with the
desired average output voltage at the new steady-state
operating conditions and vr* is the measured value of
the input voltage to the power delivery system.
23. A novel controller for optimizing the on-off periods of operation of an on-off switching type power
delivery system including in combination fast responding switching boundary computation circuit means supplied with the component values of selected power
handling network components of a power delivery
system with which the controller is used, a desired
output operating characteristic for the system such as
desired average output voltage and a designer specified
timing parameter together with signals representative of
the operating conditions externally imposed on a power
delivery system with which the controller is used and
signals representative of the actual instantaneous state
variables representative of the state of selected power
handling network components of the power delivery
system, said fast responding switching boundary computation circuit means operating to derive dynamic
state-plane switching boundary values defining a desired new area of steady-state operation and distinct
new areas of on-off operation in the operating statespace for the power delivery system under different
externally imposed operating conditions; and comparison circuit means responsive to the output from said
switching boundary computation circuit means and to
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the signals representative of the values of the systemsignals for controlling operation of the power delivery
state variables for comparing the dynamic state-space
system in accordance with the result of the comparative
switching boundary value to the system-state variables
values.
values and deriving respective on-offcontrolling output
26. A novel controller according to claim 25 for use
signals for controlling the on-off state of the power 5 with a power delivery system whose dynamic statedelivery system in response to the location of the state
plane switching boundary defining the off-time state of
of the system variables in the system-state-space relative
the system is given by the expression:
to the switching boundary values.
~opo-o,y
c:(;~*~iBo2)+ c/(ix*
I,,") i vl,"
i,,'
24. A novel controller for an on-off switching type of
(1)
ro
power delivery system according to claim 23 wherein 10
the system state-space for the on-off power delivery
the dynamic state-plane switching boundary value line
system with which the controller is used is characterof the system defining the switch-on state is given by:
ized by families of different switch-on (on-time) and
switch-off (off-time) trajectories in the system state(2)
S,,, = c,"(i,* - iB7 + vBo +',i(
- io*) r,
space for a given power delivery system and set of 15
externally imposed operating conditions and with rewhere
spect to which there is a unique set of dynamic boundary values identified by the system parameters and desued average output voltage, said novel controller durcL
(3)
I - 2C(Yo- vf)
ing each on-off switching cycle causing the power de- 20
livery system to remain in a selected on-off condition in
CJL
(4)
cresponse to the on-off controlling output signal from the
*
- C ( V 0 - y)
comparison circuit means while th power delivery system state traverses along a selected on-time/off-time
JVoL
(5)
4=trajectory dependent upon the initial operating state of 25
vf c
the system state variables and the projected position of
the desired new steady-state operating area in the sysand ix* is the measured value of the power network
tem-state space until intercepting the dynamic statereactor current, iBoisthe computed value of the reactor
space switching boundary peculiar to the new extercurrent at the desired new steady-state switch-off point,
nally imposed operating conditions and to switch over 30 vB0isthe computed value of the capacitor voltage at the
to the opposite on-off condition and to remain in the
desired new steady-state switch-off point, io* is the
switched over condition while the system-state trameasured value of the output current, rcis the value of
verses along the uniquely selected companion on-time/the equivalent series resistance of the capacitive reacoff-time trajectory identified by the interception of the
tive component in the power handling network, L is the
first mentioned trajectory with the dynamic switching 35 value of inductance of the inductive reactive compoboundary until reaching a desired new steady state
nent in the power handling network, C is the value of
operating condition whereby the power delivery syscapacitance of the capacitive reactive component of the
tem can be transiently changed from an initial operating
power handling network, Vo is the desired average
steady-state condition to a different operating steadystate condition in response to the new externally im- 40 output voltage for the system while operating under
steady-state at newly imposed externally applied operposed operating conditions in a precise, single-cycle
ating conditions, ioo is the computed value of the averon-off switching sequence.
age output current which is commensurate with the
25. A novel controller according to claim 24 wherein
desired
average output voltage at the new steady-state
said fast boundary computation circuit means comprises
digital computation circuit means for deriving a com- 45 operating conditions and vr* is the measured value of
the input voltage to the power delivery system.
puted value of average output current ioo from the de27. A novel controller according to claim 25 for use
sired average output voltage value Voand a computed
with
a voltage step-up DC to DC power converter
load value derived from the measured output voltage
power delivery system wherein said fast state-plane
and measured output current, means for computing a
plurality of coefficients from the computed value of 50 switching boundary Computation circuit means comprises analog computation circuit means for deriving a
average output current, the desired average output
computed value of average output current ioofor a devoltage and the system parameters, means employing
sired value of average output voltage Vofor the power
the computed plurality of coefficients to compute the
delivery system and a computed load impedance value
dynamic on-time and off-time switching boundary values Po-,and
respectively, means for deriving a 55 derived from the measured output voltage vo* and measured output current io*, analog computation circuit
computed desired value of steady-state switch-on curmeans for deriving the computed value (V, = v,*) from
rent iAoupon the power delivery system obtaining
the desired value of output voltage V,and measured
steady-state operation, and wherein the comparison
value of input voltage vI*, analog computation circuit
circuit means comprises means for comparing the meameans
for deriving the switch-on dynamic state-plane
sured value of the output voltage vo* to the computed 60
switching boundary yono where:
value of the switch-on dynamic switching boundary
line YO-^,,^ at the measured value of the reactor current
ix*, means for comparing the computed value of the
dynamic switching boundary swith-off line Po-onto the
measured value of the output voltage vo*, means for 65
comparing the measured value of the reactor current ix*
analog computation circuit means for deriving a portion
to the computed value of the steady-state switch-on
of the equation for the switch-off dynamic state-plane
current iAo and deriving controlling on-off switching
switching boundary vo#' where:
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period of operation of said on-off switching type power
delivery system to thereby provide extremely fast tran(2)
f - L($ - ik’, - LUiB- 13)
sient response to changed operating conditions imposed
u7- 2 w o - 3)
W o - 3) ’
on the system, precise regulation and highly stable oper5 ation; said method comprising:
analog computation circuit means for deriving the comsensing the operating conditions externally imposed
puted value of a comparison voltage vxo where:
on the power delivery system;
sensing the actual state of selected power handling
P,T
(3)
network components comprising the power delivv$= f l + r + v%+ r&Vo,
ery system;
computing dynamic on-off switching state-space
boundary values defining a desired new area of
and where:
Vo = desired average output voltage for the system
steady-state operation and distinct new areas of
at the new steady state operating condition in the
on-off operation in the operating state-space for the
state-plane
power delivery system under the different new
L = value of the inductive reactive component of the
externally imposed operation conditions, the compower handling network
ponent values of the selected power handling netio0= computed value of the average output current
work components, a desired output operating charwhich is commensurate with the desired average
acteristic for the system and a designer specified
output voltage Vo
timing parameter; and
C = capacitance value of the capacitive reactive 2o comparing the values of the system state variables to
components employed in the power handling netthe dynamic state-plane switching boundary values
work
and deriving respective on-off controlling output
vI* = measured value of the input voltage to the
signals for controlling the on-off state of the power
system
delivery system in response to the location of the
iBO
= the computed current coordinate of the steady 25
state of the system variables in the system statestate switch-off point
space relative to the switching boundary values.
ix* = the measured value of the reactor current
30. A new control method according to claim 29
rc = the equivalent series resistance value of the
wherein the system state space for the on-off power
capactitive reactor component in the power handelivery system is characterized by families of distinct
dling network
30 different switch-on (on-time) and switch-off (off-time)
T = designer specified SteadY-Sbte operation Period
trajectories in the system-state space for a given power
vO = computed Voltage Comprising a Portion of the
delivery system and set of imposed operating conditions
coordinate Of the Steady State switch-off Point in
and with respect to which there is a unique set of dythe system state-plane
namic on-off switching boundary values identified by
vo* = themasured value ofthe output
Of the 35 the system parameters and desired output characterissystem
tics, and wherein during each on-off switching cycle the
28. A novel controller according to claim 27 wherein
power delivery system is caused to remain in a selected
said fast responding analog computation circuit
output condition
signal frominsaid
response
c o m pto~ sthe
o ncircuit
on-off controlling
on-off
further includes computation circuit means for deriving
different values for vO and iBOdependent upon whether 4o the power delivery system state traverses along a sethe power converter is operating in the c o n t ~ ~ o ~lected
s
on-time/off-time trajectory dependent upon the
conduction mode or the discontinuous conduction
initial operating state of the system-state variables until
mode and including dual analog multiplexer means
intercepting the dynamic state-plane boundary &Macresponsive to the value of the computed steady state
teristic of the instantaneous imposed operating condi> 0 indicates continuous tions and to switch Over to the oppositeon-o~condition
switch-on current iAowhereiAO
conduction mode and iAS 0 indicates dicontinuous 45 and to remain in the switched over condition while the
conduction mode and wherein for the continuous consytem-state traverses along the uniquely selected comduction mode of operation:
panion on-time/off-time trajectory identified by the
interception of the first mentioned trajectory with the
PovfT and
(4)
dynamic state-plane switching boundary until reaching
f = -2cv0
50 a desired new steady state operating condition whereby
the system can be transiently changed from an initial
I+
W O
(Vo- 3 ) T
(’)
operating steady-state condition to a different operating
3 +vf
2Lvo
steady-state condition in response to new externally
imposed operating conditions in a precise, single on-off
and for the discontinuousconduction mode of operation 55 switching cycle of control.
31. A new control method according to claim %@
whereir, the shpee of the system-state space on-off
trajectories for the power delivery system are known
(6)
functions of the selected power handling network comf = and
3c
(Vo- 3)
60 ponent values such as the system inductance and capacitance and of the externally imposed operating conditions such as the input voltage and output current
whereby a change in any one of these parameters causes
the shapes of the on-off trajectories to change dynami29. A new method of controlling on-off switching 65 cally along with the change in the dynamic state-plane
type of power delivery systems for transferring electrion-off switching boundary values resulting from the
cd power from an input SOUTCe Of electrical energy to a
change in any of these parameters.
* * * * *
load in a controlled manner and optimizing the on-off
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